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The N.S.A. has been divided into 12 geographic regions with 

NSA a Regional Director assigned to each to act as the representative 
in your area. We hope members will work with them to promote 

Regions 
the N.S.A., increase membership and establish regular regional 
meetings. We are pleased to announce the establishment of a 
region for our Canadian members, with Martin & Gail Bass as 
Directors. Also, the map below reflects Directorship and address 
changes in several regions. 

Tom Rogers, Vice President for Regional Affairs 
Regional Directors 1111 12th St., Huntsville, Tex. 77340 

CANADA 
Martin & Gail Bass 
130 Normandy Gardens 
London, Ontario 
Canada N6H 4B2 

NORTHWEST 
Washington, Oregon, 
Alaska. Montana, Idaho 

John Dennis 
5610 SE 71st St. 
Portland, Oregon 97206 

CENTRAL MIDWEST 
Illinois. Indiana, DELAWARE VALLEY 
Missouri. Michigan Pennsylvania, Deh ware, 

Tom & Pam Heseltine New Jersey, upstate New York 
Rt. #2 Bill Zulker 
Manhattan, 111. 60442 134 Poplar Ave. 

Wayne, Pa. 19087 

UPPER MIDWEST EASTERN MIDWEST NEW ENGLAND 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kentucky, Ohio, Maine. New Hampshire, 
North and South Dakota West Virginia, Tennessee Vermont. Massachusetts, 

Jack & Pat Wilburn Connecticut, Rhode Island 
3607 Brownsboro #16 David Berenson 

Red Wing, Minn. 55066 Louisville, Ky. 40207 32 Colwell Ave. 
Brighton, Ma. 02135 

¶ . . 
'* 

NEW YORK cm 
' 0  Stu Butterfield 

431 W. 54th St., 4A 

SOUTH WEST 
California, Hawaii, Washington. D. C., Virginia 
Nevada, Arizona Ma~yland, North Carolina 

Northern Area- Charles Ilgenfritz 
5543 Trent Ct., #210 

Vacant Alexandria, Va. 22311 

Southern Area- 
Bill Shepard 
17350 E. Temple Ave. 
$399 
La Puente, Ca. 91744 

MOUNTAIN 
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming 
New Mexico, Nebraska 

Ed Bathke 
112 Palisade Circle 

SOUTHCENTRAL 1 
Tern,  Oklahoma, Kansas, SOUTHEAST 
Louisiana, A r k a m  

Tom Rogers 
1111 12th St. 
Huntsville, Tex. 77340 

Florida, Alabama, Georgia, 
Mississippi, South Carolina 

Michael Griffith 
4316 Hale Drive 
Lilburn, Ga. 30247 

Manitou Springs, Colo. 80829 
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Luther Askeland prepares to sand the edge o f  
the hood on a ~ e d  Wing Viewer in his ~ i l c h ;  
Minnesota wood shop. He reveals how he 
came to be one of  the World's very few profes- 
sional stereoscope maken in "The Red Wing 
Viewer-Making Stereoscopes Off the Beaten 
Path" in this issue. 
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mography was a primary office duplicating process into the 
mid-1960's. 

- John Dennis 

Editor's View 

Alert readers perhaps noticed contradictory claims 
concerning the 'bldest inhabited pueblo" in two different col- 
umns printed in the Jan. /Feb. '86 issue. 'North America's 
Historic Buildings" claimed that honor for Old Oraibi, Nava- 
jo County, Arizona as shown in a Henery T. Hiester view. The 
'Then and Now" cqlumn claimed that a Keystone view of the 
North Side Pueblo in Taos Pueblo, New Mexico shows the 
'bldest inhabited apartment house" built around 1450 AD. 

Neal Bullington checked in the National Register of Historic 
Places, which identified Old Oraibi as ". . . probably the 
oldest continuously inhabited pueblo in the SW . . . " and 
estimated its construction at about 1300 AD. The Taos Pueblo 
is simply listed as "Pre-16th Century . . . ". Neal suspects that 
the Keystone view is another case of less than accurate infor- 
mation on the back of a card. 
WANTED: someone to fill the post of Events Editor for 
STEREO WORLD. The job involves contacting promoters of 
photographica shows, camera swap meets and photography 
seminars where there is any chance at all of stereo related 
material being bought, sold or mentioned. Stereo exhibits, 
competitions and meetings need to be listed months in ad- 
vance, and their organizers must be contacted for early 
details. Quite a bit of letter writing and some calling is re- 
quired, but creative writing skills are not an issue here. The 
need is for someone who can get the facts, type them up in 
compact form and maintain contact with potential sources of 
information. The volunteer position could take up anywhere 
from 2 to 4 hours every 2 months, depending on how much 
information is sought and how much is sent in. Applications 
can be sent to: Stereo Events, 5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 
97206. 

Carl S. Miller 
We are often reminded of the wide range of interests and 

skills to be found among NSA members. Active imaginations 
and inventive minds seem drawn to various aspects of stereo 
imaging for both professional and personal purposes. Unfor- 
tunately, the most recent reminder came in the form of a 
newspaper obituary announcing the death in April of NSA 
member Carl S. Miller of St. Paul, MN. After receiving his 
doctorate in chemistry, Mr. Miller went to work for the 3M 
Company where between 1944 and the mid 1950's he invented 
and perfected thermography-the document copying p r m s  
that used heat-sensitive paper. The machine using the process 
was called the Thermo-Fax, and its commercial ihtroduction 
in 1950 led 3M into the whole field of office-related 
technology. Other processes have since replaced it, but ther- 

VIRGINIA PHOrOGRAPHERS 
CHECKLIST PUBLISHED 

Photographels in Virgi'nia 1839-1900 (A Checklist) has been 
published by Louis Ginsberg of Petersburg, Virginia. 
Localities covered in Virginia range from Alexandria to Win- 
chester. The cloth bound volume has 70 pages with 10 illustra- 
tions and is available for $20.00 (plus $1.50 postage) from L. 
Ginsberg Books, Box 1502, Petersburg, VA 23805. 

Events 
June 27-28-29 

1986 NSA CONVENTION AND TRADE FAIR, Univer- 
sity of California at Riverside, CA. 

July 12-13 
Detroit Area Summer Photorama USA, Southfield Civic 

Center, 26000 Evergreen Rd., Southfield, MI. Contact Sam 
Vinegar, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236. 
Call 313-884-2242. 

July 13 
Barone Camera Swap Meet, Holiday Inn, Crystal City, 

Arlington, VA. Write to: Camera Swap Meet, c /o  Barone & 
Co., Box 18043, Oxon Hill, MD 20745. Call 703-768-2231. 

July 26-27 
Photographic Society of the Western Reserve 15th Annual 

photographic trade fair, Somerset Inn, Shaker Heights, 
(Cleveland) OH. Contact A1 Banones, 196 W. Glendale, Bed- 
ford, OH 44146. Call 216-232-1827. 

August 9-10 
Fort Worth Camera and Computer Show. Contact Bob 

Norman, Box 9604, Ft. Worth, TX 76107. 
September 13-14 

Detroit Area Photorama USA, Dearborn Civic Center, 
15801 Michigan Ave., Dearborn, MI. Contact Sam Vinegar, 
20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call 
313-884-2242. 

September 27-28 
Ohio Camera Swap, 68 Shadybrook Armory, Cincinnati, 

OH. Contact Bill Bond, 8910 Cherry, Blue Ash, OH 45242. 
Call 513-891-5266. 

September 28 
Annual Fall D.C. Antique Photo Show. Hyatt Regency 

Crystal City, 2799 Jefferson Davis Hwy., Arlington VA at Na- 
tional Airport. Over 60 tables of stereoviews, Daguer- 
reotypes, CDVs, etc Managed by Russell Norton, PO Box 
1070, New Haven, CT 06504. Call 203-562-7800. 

September 28 and December 7 
Barone Camera Swap Meet, Holiday Inn Crystal City, Ar- 

lington VA. Write to Camera Swap Meet c/o Barone & Co., 
PO Box 18043, Oxon Hill, MD 20745. Call 703-768-2231. 



MANY THANKS 
Once again I'm happy to report that our annual solicita- 

tion for contributions to provide extra support for NSA ac- 
tivities was a great success, exceeding last year's in number 
of donors and total dollars. The donors as of 15 April are 
listed below, and I'd like to thank each one of them public- 
ly for special support. 

The fruits of these donations are obvious in some areas; 
less so in others. The large size of STEREO WORLD is by 
far the most visible, and we hope to maintain this as long 
as supplementary funds are available. k s s  obvious is NSA's 
program of support for research and writing about stereo 
topics. Several grants have been made, and others are under 
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consideration and we expect that most of these will result 
in scholarly articles for STEREO WORLD. Finally, the 
Holmes Library is being allocated additional funds to carry 
out the cataloging and preparation for use of the Helen D. 
Moseley stereo collection which was donated last fall. 

On behalf of the volunteers who make NSA what it is, 
our heartfelt thanks. We'll continue to try to justify your 
confidence, by making YOUR society better than ever. 

T.K. Treadwell 
President, 
National Stereoscopic Association 
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THE SANTIAGO CAMPAIGN OF '98 AS 
SEEN THROUGH THE STEREOSCOPE 

By the mid-18901s, American jingoism was crackling. 
"This country needs a war," wrote Theodore Roosevelt to 
his friend Henry Cabot Lodge. And in the Spanish- 
controlled island of Cuba, Roosevelt's war was in the 
making. 

Another in a long series of insurrections had broken out 
between armed Cubans and the Spanish authorities. The 
rebels raided and burned villages, sugar plantations, 
railroad depots and other strategic points in an attempt to 
paralyze the colony. The Spaniards responded with arrests, 
seizures, searches, tortures and executions. Sensationaliz- 
ed accounts of Spanish atrocities, appearing in the "yellow" 
journals, convinced many Americans that the United States 
had a moral obligation to liberate Cuba through armed in- 
tervention. As diplomats worked to find a solution to the 
Cuban problem, relations between the United States and 
Spain continued to deteriorate. 

On the evening of February 15, 1898, the battleship 
Maine was mysteriously destroyed in Havana harbor, kill- 
ing 260 American sailors. (see "Incident or Accident-The 
Fate of the Maine "STEREO WORLD Vol. 4 No. 6) Short- 
ly afterward, a reluctant President McKinley asked Con- 
gress to give him war powers, saying "I await your action." 
On April 19th, Congress declared Cuba independent, and 
authorized the President to use the army and navy to 
guarantee that independence. As expected, diplomatic rela- 
tions between Spain and the United States were broken. On 
April 25th, Congress voted a state of war. 

Although woefully unprepared, the War Department 
made plans for an army expeditionary force to be sent to 
Cuba. A Fifth Army Corps comprised of regulars and 

volunteers was created under the command of 300-pound 
General William Shafter, a Civil War veteran and Indian - ~ 

fighter. As troops began to converge on Tampa, Florida, the 
closest jumping off point for Cuba, Shafter's expedition 
began to take on comic opera overtones. Half-trained 
volunteer regiments were sent to destinations miles from 
their baggage, tents and equipment. Clad in woolen winter 
uniforms issued to them, troops drilled in the snake-infested 
palmetto scrub under a hot Florida sun while their officers 
lounged and gossiped in the bizarre Moorish brick Tampa 
Bay Hotel. 

By far, the most colorful unit in Shafter's command was 
the Rough Riders, a volunteer cavalry regiment organized 
by Col. Leonard Wood and Theodore Roosevelt. Compris- 
ed of authentic western cowboys and blueblood polo 
players from the east, the Rough Riders and their exploits pro- 
vided good copy for the host of newspaper reporters on hand 
to cover the war. 

Throughout May, the Fif h Army Corps waited in Tam- 
pa while the Navy hunted for Spain's Atlantic Squadron, 
commanded by Admiral Pascual Cervera. On May 29, 
Cervera and his ships were discovered in Cuba's Santiago 
harbor, which was promptly blockaded. 

On May 30th, the War Department directed Shafter to load 
his command onto a motlev collection of chartered coastal 
transports and proceed, under convoy of the Navy, to San- 
tiago. There, assisted by Admiral Sampson's forces, he was to 
capture or destroy the Spanish garrison and fleet. 

The embarkation of the Fifth Army Corps on June 7th 
was a scene of indescribable confusion. The one railroad 

"Col. Theodore Roosevelt of the 'Rough Riders'-after his return 
from Cuba. "Roosevelt was the only hero to emerge from the San- 
tiago campaign. From Sun Juan Hill (or Kettle Hill) it was only 
ashortpath to thegovernorship of New Yorkand ultimately the 
White House. 



"Patriotism- Who's Afraid of Spain?"Keystone No. 9216. A t  a 
time when "jingoism"was on the rise, the Cuban situation pro- 
vided an enemy with whom it was safe to go to war. 

track to the Tampa docks was quickly clogged. The loading 
of guns, clothing, ammunition, caissons, commissary 
stores, light artillery, etc. was hampered by the lack of in- 
voices for the unmarked freight cars. Regiments fought for 
possession of available ships, loading themselves in 
whatever manner possible. Vast quantities of essential 
equipment, including most of the cavalry horses, were left 
behind. Out of this chaos was loaded the largest military ex- 
pedition that had yet left the United States: 819 officers, 
15,058 enlisted men, 30 civilian clerks, 272 teamsters and 

packers, 107 stevedores, 2295 horses and mules with 
harness, 14 foreign military observers, and 89 civilian cor- 
respondents, artists, and photographers. 

With his ships finally loaded and heading down the bay, 
Shafter received a second message from Washington telling 
him to hold his force in Tampa until further orders. Jamm- 
ed together on the overcrowded transports, the troops 
sweltered at anchor for a week while the Navy chased after 

"President McKinley and Major Generals Wheeler, Lawton, 
Shafter and Kiefer. " General Shafter, commander of the Fifth 
Army Corps in Cuba stands second from the left. Seated next to 
McKinley is General Joseph "Fighting Joe" Wheeler, an ex- 
Confederate cavalry commanderwho engaged the Spaniards at 
Las Guasimas. 

Tim 
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Daiquiri, fifteen miles east of Santiago, and at nearby 
Siboney. Both were highly defensible beaches. The 
Americans would have to anchor in relatively open 
roadstead and come ashore in heavy surf. Behind the beach 
was a commanding limestone bluff fortified with strate- 
gically placed blockhouses. The Spanish forces in Santiago 
numbered some 12,000 seasoned troops. Even by 19th Cen- 
tury standards, it was an extremely risky operation. 

"Comrades- Troop K, 3rd U.  S. Cavalry. "In the weeks waiting 
to leave for Cuba, camp life provided photographers many op- 
portunities like this. In the end, most of the horses were left in 
Tampa and cavalry fought the Spaniards unmounted. Keystone 
No. 9226. 

two non-existent Spanish vessels. Finally, on June 14th, the 
flotilla steamed out of Tampa Bay bound for Cuba. 

Traveling at a snail's pace, the convoy took five and a half 
days to reach Santiago. At daybreak on June 20th, the rugg- 
ed mountains of the Sierra Maestra were seen. While eager 
troops crowded the rails in anticipation of disembarking, 
Shafter went ashore to confer with Admiral Sampson and 
the Cuban General Calixto Garcia. Disregarding Sampson's 
recommendation of an assault against the fortifications at 
the entrance to Santiago harbor, Shafter decided to land at 

Following a naval bombardment, American troops 
clambered down into small boats and struck out for shore. 
Shafter's luck held; the landing was not opposed. Horses 

"Tampa Bay Hotel, Headquarters of the U.S. Army.  " While the 
Navy hunted for Spain's Atlantic Squadron, General Shafter and 
his officers "roughed it" in the Moorish brick Hotel. 



"U.S. Infantry on the March near Camp Tampa, Florida, U.S.A. " 
Dressed in woolen winter uniforms-none other were provided 
by the War Department-troops drill under the hot Floridasun 
in anticipation of going to Cuba. 

skirmish in which 16 Americans were killed and 52 wound- 
ed, the Spaniards were driven off. 

The scarcity of supplies halted any further advance for 
several days. Poor roads precluded the use of supply 
wagons, and pack trains from Siboney to the front had to 
be scheduled so as not to interfere with transporting the sick 
and wounded to the rear. As Roosevelt wrote, "We got 
enough salt pork and hard-tack for the men, but not the full 
ration of coffee and sugar and nothing else." 

Between the Americans and Santiago were two key 
Spanish blockhouses at the village of El Caney and on a for- 
tified ridge known as San Juan hill. These positions defended 

and mules were pushed overboard to swim in, encouraged 
by buglers on the beach who blew assembly calls. The next 
day, the rest of Shafter's force disembarked at Siboney. 

The first land battle of the Santiago campaign was fought 
by General Joseph "Fighting Joe" Wheeler, an ex- 
Confederate cavalrvman, now a Maior General of 
volunteers. Early on-the morning of ~ u n e  24th, Wheeler 
ordered dismounted regular and Rough Rider cavalry forces 
to advance and attack the Spanish position at Las Guasimas, 
a well-fortified gap in the hills through which the Americans 
would have to pass to get to Santiago. After a sharp jungle 

"Major General Shafter, Commander of the Army o f  Invasion at 
Santiago de Cuba. " 



"Eighth U .  S. Infantry ready to embark for Cuba. "For lack of an 
official plan, most regiments loaded themselves onto the troop 
transports in whatever manner they could. 

the heights which dominated the city itself. By June 30th, 
Shafter had sufficient stores of ammunition and supplies on 
shore to begin an attack. Sick with fever and heat exhaus- 
tion, he elected to divide his forces: Major General Henry 
W. Lawton, with a division of infantry and one battery of 
artillery, was sent to capture the blockhouse at El Caney; the 
rest of the command was ordered to move against the 
heights of San Juan. 

The attack on El Caney on July lst, proved to be a tough, 
day-long affair. The blockhouse was defended by only 520 
Spaniards, but they were well dug in and well led. The 
Americans were using old fashioned powder, which reveal- 

ed their presence whenever they fired. Spanish riflemen con- 
centrated a deadly fire on the Americans and the 50 Cuban 
insurgents who had joined them. Outnumbered 10 to 1, the 
Spaniards eventually ran low of ammunition and were 
overrun with a loss of 235 killed and wounded. The - ~ 

Americans suffered 441 men killed or wounded. 
Meanwhile, in front of San Juan Hill, 8,000 American 

troops found themselves being iaked by Spanish fire from 
above as they tried to move forward into position over nar- 
row jungle trails. About noon, Roosevelt and his Rough 
Riders found themselves pinned down in front of a height 

"Roosevelt's 'Rough Riders' leaving Tampa, Fla., U .  S. A.  for 
Santiago. "After  sweltering at anchor for a week while the Navy 
chased some non-existent Spanish ships, the craweded troop 
transports finally got underway for Cuba. Keystone No. 9252. 

9~5'-Roosevelt's " Rough Riders" leavi~ig l ' a m p ,  1;l.i.. U ': lur bal~tiaco 
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"El Caney from the Stone Fort, showing Camps in the Distance, 
Cuba. "American troops under General Lawton spent a long and 
costly day capturing the fort at El Caney. The victory ultimate- 
ly proved to be a hollow one as the fort hadonly limitedstrategic 
value. Keystone No. 9410. 

later known as Kettle Hill. Retreat back down the congested 
jungle trail was impossible. To stand fast was to be cut to 
pieces by Spanish rifles. Roosevelt signaled for an advance 
and the Rough Riders and a mixed lot of soldiers from other 
units, including a number of Negro regulars, went up with 
a rush. This act has become confused with the charge which 
captured San Juan Hill. Actually, American troops were not 
able to make the main charge on the San Juan blockhouse 
until after Lieutenant John H. Park and his detachment of 
Gatling machine guns had arrived and raked the Spanish 
positions. By 4:40 p.m. the Americans had gained a 
precarious toe hold on the crests of the ridges which 
overlooked Santiago. Over a thousand men had been kill- 

"San Juan Hill, where Col. Roosevelt's 'Rough Riders' led the 
Charge. -The Victorious Army in Camp, Cuba. " This Keystone 
view (No. 9409) helps perpetuate the myth about the "Charge Up 
San Juan Hill". Actually, Roosevelt and his men tooka minor hill 
that was part of the Sun Juan Heights, later known as Kettle Hill. 



"American Breastworks on Sun Juan Hill near Santiago, Cuba. " 

ed or wounded. With no fresh troops to relieve them, they 
had to hold their positions in the face of continuing Spanish 
fire until Lawton's even more exhausted troops arrived from 
El Caney after an all-night march. The American position 
on July 2, 1898 was not good. It was far from the supply 
dumps at Siboney and the road between the two was a mire. 
The primitive field hospitals were overflowing with sick and 
wounded men. Food, ammunition, and medical supplies 
were dangerously low. Depressed by his own sickness and 
by the heavy losses his troops had suffered, Shafter seriously 
considered withdrawing his forces back five or six miles to 
shorten his supply lines. Still, he roused himself sufficient- 
ly to write the Spanish commander at Santiago and demand 

an unconditional surrender of the city. 
The morning of July 3rd brought Shafter more depress- 

ing news: The Spanish fleet trapped inside Santiago Bay had 
apparently run Sampson's blockade and escaped out to sea. 
Cervera had indeed brought his ships out, but in a running 
sea battle with the Americans, the Spanish ships had all been 
destroyed. (see "Olympia's Sisters, The American Navy in 
the War with Spain," STEREO WORLD Vol. 3 No. 6) The 
loss of Spain's Atlantic Squadron meant that Cuba could 

(continued on page 39) 

"Artillery moving to the front to bombard Santiago de Cuba. " 
Having captured the ridges overlooking Santiago, Shafter refrain- 
ed from more troop assaults on the city's inner defenses. During 
surrender negotiations, he occasionally used artillery to pressure 
the Spaniards. 

~viilg 1'1 cite fto~lc tc, Inwtlt~a~ti bnrltlago de Cuba 
Loy,tiglt 1YWa by C t r u b ! s r p r  b Wjtuur .  



StereoType 

u A 
StereoType 

Probably the first THE of these PROFESSOR to be widely published was the 

THE ART OF " ~ t r a b o n i ~ ~ t e r e o ~ r a ~ h "  (Fig. 1) by ~ o h n  ~owler.  It appears 
in the chapter on "Stereoscopicity" in his famous 1864 

THE TYPOGRAPHIC photographic manual, The Silver Sunbeam (Facsimile edi- 
tion, 1974 by Morgan & Morgan). Among other things, 

STEREOGRAPH FROM 1864 Towler was an M.D. and a professor of natural philosophy, 

TO THE PRESENT 
mathematics and modern languages as well as editor of 
Humphrey's lournal of Photography. The fairly simple 

by John Dennis separation of alternate lines onto two planes seems to have 
been meant to illustrate a point he makes near the end of the 

A fair percentage of stereo enthusiasts sooner or later are chapter: "The differences of distance between the cor- 
tempted to try creating some sort of typographic responding points on  two photographs taken 
stereograph by manipulating the spacing of letters on their stereographically, being functions of the parallactic angle, 
typewriters or by cutting and pasting lines of existing type. can be easily calculated, and consequently artificial 
They quickly learn that while the concept is simple, the stereographs can be delineated geometrically." 
number of possible position shifts can grow faster than the The term "strabonic" is used by Towler to distinguish any 
space available for making them and besides, they've in- stereograph mounted for convergence or "cross-eyed" free 
cluded too many planes of depth and seem to have lost their viewing and comes from the ophthalmic term "strabismus" 
starting place anyway . . . But with proper planning and relating to cross-eye conditions. About three pages in The 
a bit of patience, some truly interesting and delightful "in Silver Sunbeam are, in fact, devoted to a discussion of free 
depth" messages have been produced over the years. viewing by this method. Towler introduces his 3-D poetry 

EITRABONIC STEREOGRAPH. S T R U O N I C  S T E R E  OGRAPH. 
with the following explanation: 

BY PROP. TOWLER, 

The llfe of man is but a span, 
His avocations many ; 

He enters poor upon his tour, 
And dies-not north a penny. 

And yet we toll ourselves and moll, 
To galn or lore or rlches, 

As if they could avail some good 
Across old Charon's ditches. 

The rich intend their wealth to spend, 
When locks of jet grow hoary; 

The learned aim to hoard up fame, 
And live upon its glory. 

And both regret the time they've let 
Slip by in cynic dullness; 

And now would give, once more to live, 
Their wealth and lore in fullness. 

They flnd at last, when all is past, 
They've made a dreadful blunder; 

And look upon their goings on 
With shame, chagrln, and wonder I 

BY PROF. TOWLER 

The life of man 13 but a span, 
His avocations many; 

He enters poor upon his tour, 
And dies--not worth a penny. 

And yet we toil ourselves and moll 
To gain or lore or riches, 

As if they could avail some good 
Across old Charon's ditches. 

The rich intend their wealth to spend, 
When locks of jet grow hoary ; 

The learned sim to hoard up fame, 
And live upon its glory. 

And both regret the time they've let 
Slip by in cynic dullness; 

And now would glve, once more to llve, 
Their wealth and lore in fullness. 

They flnd at  last, when dl is past, 
They've made a dreadful blunder; 

And look upon their goings on 
With shame, chagrln, and wonder I 

Fig. 1. 

Pages of print can be set 
stereoscopically, so that one line 
alternately stands above the other, 
or in any way whatever. The 
following is a typographic 
stereograph. It is formed by setting 
the alternate lines at different 
distances from one another; that is, 
the distance from T to T in the first 
lines is greater by about one six- 
teenth of an inch than the distance 
from H to H in the second lines; and 
all the rest are set accordingly. 
Viewed by the stereoscope the odd 
lines will be seen standing far back 
behind the even lines; an increase of 
difference will throw the odd lines 
still further back into the 
background. An irregularity of dif- 
ference produces an irregularity in 
the relief. 



Fig.2. S T E R E O S C O P E  
S H O  W S  T H E S E  

L E T T E R S  I N  
D I F F E R E N T  

P L A N E S .  

Just why he mentions the use of a stereoscope to view a 
stereograph named for cross-eyed free viewing isn't known. 
Since the depth of the lines seems unrelated to their mean- 
ing, it could be that the poem was intended to be viewed 
either way - as an illustration of stereo theory and as prac- 
tice for "strabonic" free viewing. 

Most of the relatively few examples of typographic 
stereographs in the years following The Silver Sunbeam's 
publication are found (as are most early examples of stereo 
drawing) in sets of views made for eye testing or training 
purposes. They tend to reveal little of the potential ex- 
pressiveness of typographic stereo and will be covered in a 
later article dealing with the whole subiect of vision - 
testing/training views and related viewing devices. 

Some of the stereography texts and books on vision 
theory written after The Silver Sunbeam made reference to 
typographic stereographs, but generally only as a way to 
demonstrate the stereo effect of "parallactic displacement". 
Two examples are The Stereoscopic Manual by W.S. Chad- 
wick (1888) and Stereoscopic Photography by Arthur W. 
Judge. (Fig. 2 is the typeset pair shown in the 1926 edition 
of Judge's widely used book.) 

THE TRU-VUE SPELLER 
In 1940, Dr. William Updegrave of Johnstown, PA tried 

to interest schools in using his system of typographic 
stereographs as an aid in spelling instruction. Dr. 
Updegrave was already a true believer in "orthoptic train- 
ing" (eye exercises) to cure most vision problems. His "New 
Method of Teaching Spelling" (Figs. 3-9) was a logical and 
relatively simple outgrowth of his work on "The Vision 

S T E R  E O S C O P E  
S H O W S  T H E S E  

L E T T E R S  IN 
DIFFER ENT 

P L A N E S .  

Normalizer" system of eye training stereos. Both systems 
appeared on special Tru-Vue stereo filmstrips made for 
distribution by Dr. Updegrave. Little is known about the 
extent (if any) of his success, and we'd be delighted to hear 
from any readers who remember learning to spell in the 
1940's with the help of Tru-Vue and these images. It could 
be that this promotional sample film was the only one ever 
published. 

All of the "lessons" on the film are in reverse type as 
shown here, perhaps because in stereo the words seem to 
float more naturally against a dark background. As in Fig. 
5, most of the examples use a white border line to establish 

Fig. 5. 



a window within the otherwise dark surroundin~s seen - 
through a transparency viewer. The exact purpose of the 
message in Fig. 6 is hard to discern - it seems to have little 
to do with spelling or eye training, and may have simply 
been a sentiment Dr. Updegrave felt educators would find 
uplifting. Fig. 8, if read twice, is supposed to forever end 
your problems with able and ible word endings. It's certain- 
ly more interesting than the list version of the same lesson 
in Fig. 7, but neither compares well with the colorful and 
animated graphic spelling lessons available today on televi- 
sion and in computer programs. Fig. 9 looks like a hint of 
what was planned if the idea ever took hold in schools, but 
just imagine a big long-division problem with numbers 
floating all over the place in three dimensions- two always 
seemed bad enough! 

The 3-D resurgence of the 1950's was not without some 
published examiles of stereo typesetting. One is found in 
Three-Dimensional Photography by Herbert McKay. On 
pages 58-59 of the 1953 edition are two "stereo- 
cryptograms", pairs with words shifted very slightly so that 
the actual message is totally lost in seemingly random let- 
ters until the pair is fused. (As in the NSA "Free View Test'', 
Fig. 17.) 

technique for typing what he calls "3-D Concrete Poetry" 
(Fig. 10-11) is then explained in detail: 

The spacing instructions are plotted 
as shown in order to construct the 
poem with its space message struc- 
tured in three parallel planes. Tiny 
sideways shifts of either the paper 
or the typewriter carriage produce 
the effects. All the letters/words of 
both images for a specific space 
plane are typed before shifting for 
a different space plane. Compare 
the '/z space displacement of the let- 
ters F-R-E-E and 0-P-E-N with the 
1 /4  space displacement of the let- 
ters S-P-A-C-E relative to the rest of 
the letters/words which make up 
the background plane. Also note 
that the poem must be constructed 
within twin fields the dimensions of 
which should not exceed 2'/2 inches 
square. 

Fig. 6. 

M&M DEPTH 
3-D poetry jumped back into print in 1972 when Harold 

Layer of San Francisco State College wrote an article titled 
"Space Language - Three Dimensional Concrete Poetry" in 
the January issue of Media O Methods, a national 
magazine of teaching technologies. The article includes a 
brief background on the basics of stereoscopic vision, 
photography and drawing. After listing the natural advan- 
tages of stereo imaging, Layer asks, "If this is true of pic- 
tures, must language be limited to a two-dimensional 
linguistic pattern on a flat page?" 

His answer is to propose that students create their own 
stereoscopic poetry as an extension of the non-linear, 
visually oriented "concrete" approach to poetry. Layer's 

He mentions that no displacement should exceed one 
typewritten space unless the poem is created within twin 5 
inch square fields and then reduced (as in Fig. 12, a poem 
entitled "M&M" reduced to one-half typewriter size). This 
allows more subtle gradations of space planes within a limit 
of t w o  typewritten spaces. (Ten inch squares would allow 
movement within four typewritten spaces and would be 
reduced to one-fourth original size.) 

Stereo history and theory references are included in the 
article, along with 1972 sources of viewers (Keystone and 
Hubbard Scientific) and a paragraph on parallel free 
viewing. 

The article concludes with an entry form for a 3-D 
Poetry Contest sponsored by Media 6 Methods which was 
judged by Dorothy Petitt, David Burmester, and Harold. 



Fig. 7. 

Layer. The three winning entries were printed in the Oc- 
tober 1972 issue of Media & Methods, the $100 first prize 
going to J.M. Adams of Surrey, England for his poem, 
"Water" (Fig. 13). Obviously, more is involved in this work 
than shifts in typewriter spacing. Words and letters in 
"Water" twist and flow in a very liquid fashion, the type 
having been bent and reproduced at various sizes and 
angles. To quote from the judges' review in Media & 
Methods, "Individual words are cast in stereoscopic space 
in ways that supplant their meaning. . . .Yet, the sculptural 
brilliance heightens rather than outshines the haiku-like 
simplicity of the poem, a deceptive simplicity that holds 
many interpretations." 

THE COMPUTER SHIFT 
Since the Poetry Contest of 1972, the personal computer 

has found its way onto the desks of many stereo enthusiasts 
inclined to play around with setting words in three dimen- 
sional space. One thing many computer printers can do that 

a typewriter can't, is change the size of the type to match the 
relative position in space of lines or words the computer has 
been instructed to shift to different planes. Fig. 14 is a bit 
of stereo verse using this capability by NSA member Wil 
Metcalf. It appeared on the back of a view he circulated in 
the Stereoscopic Society Print Folio recently. Many of his 
views now feature similar 3-D captions on the back, as do 
those of some other Print Folio members with PCs and 
printers. 

Of course you don't need a computer to make both sides 
of a view work in stereo. Print Folio member Jack Cavender 
arranged the type on one of his views (Fig. 15) to cross in 
the middle while a stereoscope pops out of its frame. A 
computer, with help, can also create outline type in various 
faces and place a stereo frame around the entire message, 
as in Fig. 16, a 3-D letterhead created for STEREO WORLD 
by Paul Wing. But this example gets close to being 3-D com- 
putergraphics, a related subject for computer freaks but a 
different one in regard to stereo imaging. 

Fig. 



E S S F L  E S S F L  

Fig. 10. 

Reprinted with permission from 

MEDIA b METHODS, Ian. 1972 

Fig. 17 has appeared in STEREO WORLD before "Water") benefits from a frame or outline to help the reader 
(Sept./Oct. 1984) as the "Official NSA Free View or Die establish some middle plane, the sheer mass of letters for- 
Test''. It first appeared on the cover of issue #93 of the British ming the stereo-cryptogram in Fig. 17 provides its own 
THIRD DIMENSION SOCIETY magazine, and is a good reference plane when fused. If you find this one hard to 
example of what can be done with an ordinary typewriter. follow, pity the readers of Charles Piper's "Technical Page" 
While the more open kind of stereo message (like the poem in 3-D NEWS from the Stereo Club of Southern California, 

F L A T  
P L A T T E R  C 

Fig. 11. O M P  R E S S  

Reprinted with permission from 
C O M P R  B 
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Fig. 13. 

Reprinted with permission 

from MEDIA G. METHODS. Oct. 1972. 

* 

" ' A ' ~ ~  sweeps down 

r o u n d  

the curve of a stream, 

Flowing towards, 
always towards. 

T h e  lowest point, 

down 

To the end of the land, 

I think that wr shall never nee 
R e h j . n q . 2  dams p r e t z t y  m w r i  :S-r> 

Fig. 14. From t h e  n o v i c e  
To t h e  Pro  

W e  l i k e  i t  b e s t  
''1: R\J 5 -7- i=;: Ir-J 

Fig. 15. A Stereo View By: 

JACK E. CAVENDER 

April, 1982. There were four solid columns of type on the 
page, comprising two seven inch tall stereo pairs to be read 
as a free viewing exercise. The columns, when read flat give 
basic tips on stereo slide shooting and mounting. When 
fused, a few words (or parts of words!) appear floating 
above the page to form an entirely different message . . . 
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U l ' ' ~ ~  sweeps down 

r o u n d  

the curve of a stream, 

Flow~ng towards, 
always towards, 

T h e  lowest polnt. 

down 

TO the end of the land, 

To the SF/, 

< 

I think that w e shall never nrr 
6> t h 3 . n ~  mwn p r a k t y  mqm ::T--.I:> 

Froa t h e  n o v i c e  
To t h e  Pro 

W e  l i k e  i t  b e s t  
-- -- .. -- .- 

I il'sd 5; 7 I=- l l i  EL 1-J 

A Stereo V i w  By: 

JACK E. CAVENDER 

TRY IT 
Those wishing to try their own stereo messages or poetry 

should start with something fairly simple. All you need is 
a typewriter and some change for a copy machine that 
enlarges and reduces. First, type the words of your message 

(continued on page 40) 



I OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES STEREOSCOPIC RESEARCH LIBRARY, EASTERN COLLEGE, ST. DAVIDS, PA 19087 

THE STEREOGRAPH IS TO BE THE 
CARD OF INTRODUCTION TO 

MAKE ALL MANKIND 
ACQUAINTANCES 
-Oliver Wendell Holmes 

LIBRARY VS. MARKETPLACE? 
I t  is remarkable how quickly the NSA stereographic col- 

lection has grown during the last three years. Members have 
been very generous in sending stereoviews to us. With the 
recent addition of the Helen D. Moseley collection of 15,000 
views, we all should be encouraged. 

Someone has raised the question, however, whether the 
NSA should be taking views out of the marketplace and out 
of the reach of individual collectors. Let me respond as the 
Librarian/Curator of the Oliver Wendell Holmes 
Stereoscopic Research Library and as an individual collec- 
tor as well. 

Though I would like to see the Library collection grow as 
rapidly as possible, I doubt very much that its growth would 
ever deplete the supply of stereoviews available to in- 
dividuals. The quantity is so much larger than I ever realized 
and new sources seem to become available each vear. 

Basically, there are three primary reasons for any collec- 
tion whether it be stereoviews, automobiles, or Chinese 
Abacuses. 

1. Enjoyment in the object. 
2. Preservation of its history. 
3. Monetary gain. 

The first two reasons apply to both a personal and an in- 
stitutional collection, whereas the third reason seems to 
prevail in many personal collections. Institutional collec- 
tions, however, are less likely to emphasize economic gain 
and provide greater assurances that the objects can be en- 
joyed by more people and the history preserved indefinitely. 

The question has also been raised about the "treasure" 
concept of library collections that are seldom seen by the 
~ u b l i c  That mav be the case with some Libraries and some 
collections. However, most individual collectors would 
have to admit that only a handful of people have ever seen 
their collections. For example, I personally possess a rare 
(2969) Anthony stereoview of Abraham Lincoln. But only 
guests to my home get to see it. If on the other hand, it 
belonged to an institutional Library collection, it could be 
seen by so many more. (Now you are going to suggest that 
I donate it to the Holmes Librarv). 

The historical preservation of the past is also better con- 

trolled by an institution rather than an individual. Look, for 
example, at the subject of Niagara Falls. Every individual 
collector has a few dozen "Niagara" stereographs, but no 
one has a collection equal in size or quality to that possess- 
ed by the city of Niagara Falls Public Library, under the 
curatorship of Mr.Donald Loker. Anyone wishing to study 
the falls, the bridges, the walkers, etc. could chase all over 
the United States trying to find "Niagara" collectors, but 
there-in one place-is the most extensive stereograph col- 
lection that would answer all the questions of the researcher. 
By the way, a personal visit and conversation with Mr. 
Loker is worth the trip, even if you did not see the pictures. 

My response will not satisfy everyone. But, I emphasize 
that there is plenty of room for both the individual collec- 
tor and the institutional Library. Though I must do my own 
search and spend my own money to build my personal col- 
lection, I continue to call upon the NSA membership to help 
me build the stereoview collection of the Holmes Library. 
We will be glad to accept boxed sets or individual cards. 
Even your duplicates will help us fill in the gaps. Send them 
Now!! 

By the way, the entire collection of more than 20,000 
views plus books, periodicals and other literature is open to 
the public at any time by appointment. Call me at my of- 
fice, 215-314-5851 or home, 215-688-5452. 

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC 
EXCHANGE CLUB - 1975-1981 

Mr. Laurance Wolfe of North Sutton, New Hampshire 
has made a very significant gift of some 315 stereoviews pro- 
duced by the members of the NSA Amateur Photographic 
Exchange Club, 20th Century version. The views offer a 
fairly representative look at amateur stereography's tradi- 
tional mounted views presented early in the last quarter of 
the 20th Century. 

NSA'S Amateur Exchange Club was an effort to revive 
and extend the operations of a club by the same name which 
existed for a time in the 19th Century. From 1975 to 1981, 
members were actively exchanging views. There were 
twenty-eight members. Selections of subjects covered a wide 
range-from a view of a gnat's head to towering Canadian 
Scenery. 

Regrettably, the APEC, 20th Century style, dissolved in 
1981. It seems that the strain of producing up to 20 replicate 
views on a regular basis, was a "little too much". . . 

The visual record is now available for all who use the 
Holmes Library. It is a statement of the kinds of things that 
interested stereographers, and the degree of expertise these 



so called amateurs exhibited in just a few of the years in our 
day. The record also shows that those 28 participants had 
fun while is lasted. 

Larry Wolfe says, "let us hope that modern technology 
will develop a short cut to view productions so that one day 
there will be a continuing Amateur Photographic Exchange 
Club-one with the durability the Stereoscopic Society ap- 
pears to have." 

The members and the numbers of their exchanges are 
listed here: 

Robert Bretz-1 
Michael Chikiris-2 
Harold Fisher-27 
Howard Gary-3 
Louis E. Goldzer-2 
N. M. Graver-18 
T. I. Hesseltine-3 
J. C. Heywood-1 
Connie Hitzeroth-7 
Gordon Hoffman-7 
Steve Jabloner-3 
Thomas J. Lindsay-2 
John F. Lovelock-24 
Leland Mc Coy-1 
Tom Moore-1 
Dick & Pam Ostreicher-3 
Norman Patterson-33 
Robert J. Pelc-11 
Robert L. Pfeiff-7 
Brandt Rowles-35 
Daniel St. Etienne-6 
Douglas Smith-6 
Wellington J. Stapleton-1 
John R. Steffen-1 
Walter Trennery-41 
John Waldsmith-24 
Jack & Beverly Wilgus-9 
Laurance Wolfe-32 

DONATIONS 

Victorian Life in Photographs, introduction by William 
Sansom; photographic research by Harold Chapman; 
research Consultant John Hillelson; picture selection by Ian 
MacKenzie-Kerr. 181 photographs. Thames and Hudson, 
1974 

Gift of Freeman Hepburn 

The Crystal Palace Exhibition. Illustrated catalog, London, 
1851. An unabridged republication of the Art Journal 
Special Issue with over 1500 illustrations. Dover Publica- 
tions 1970 

Gift of Freeman Hepburn 

John Carbutt, on the frontiers of Photography. William 
Brey, 1984 

Gift of Author and wife 

Six stereoviews produced by Bill Walton showing scenes in 
Germany and at a Military Training Camp. 

Summertime, Photographs of Americans at Play, 
1850-1900. Floyd & Marion Rinhart, 1977. 

Gift of Freeman F. Hepburn 

Photograph and Society by Gisele Freund. 
Gift of Freeman F. Hepburn 

by Don Marren 

Two 3-D extravaganzas await visitors to the Expo 86 
world's fair in Vancouver, Canada this year, from May 2 to 
October 13. 

At the Ontario pavilion, David Mackay has directed a 
70mm multi-image film using the StereoVision(TM) film 
system. Of special interest to the stereoscopic crowd is the use 
of old-time sepia stereo views of Ontario to contrast the 
modem wonders shown in the film. In the rough cut pre- 
viewed, the views projected in 70mm were remarkably effec- 
tive. Some others end up on floating mattes as 35mm flat 
inserts-a big disappointment. Probably the most talked 
about scene from the film will be the flying Canadian geese 
which fill the theater. It's a beautiful-and most effective- 
piece of 3-D photography. 

A similar sequence is rumoured to be included in the IMAX 
3-D presentation, "Transitions", over at the CN (Canadian 
National) Telecommunications/Railway pavilion. The largest 
screen ever used for a 3-D film-46 x 70 feet-has been in- 
stalled for this documentary about Canadian transportation. 
The film depicts a tour of Canada both historically and 
geographically. The National Film Board of Canada is part- 
nered with IMAX in producing the film which Colin Low 
directed. 

With luck, both films may not fade from view when Ex- 
po 86 closes in the fall. Rumours abound that the Ontario 
pavilion film (tentatively titled "Ontari-oh!") may be shown 
at Toronto's Ontario Place next year. The IMAX film may 
also be shown in several specially-equipped IMAX theatres 
in 1987. (Last year's OMNIMAX anaglyph 3-D sensation at 
Expo 85 in Japan, We Are Born of Stars, is already unspool- 
ing in some OMNIMAX theaters around the world. See 
STEREO WORLD, July/August 1985, page 28.) More on Ex- 
po 3-D next issue. 

NY CAPITOL VIEW SEARCH 
As part of the current restoration effort at the New York 

State Capitol in Albany, a search is under way for photos of 
the interior and exterior of the capitol, as well as photos taken 
during construction of the building. The Capitol Commission 
has requested that NSA members with any stereo views that 
pertain to the New York State Capitol send in photocopies. 
The Capitol Commission will cover reproduction costs. Ad- 
dress any copies or questions to: Constance J. Carroll, Tem- 
porary State Commission on the Restoration of the Capitol, 
Alfred E. Smith State Office Building, PO Box 7016, Albany, 
NY 12225. 



LIVES ON IN STEREO by peter E. Palmquirt 

"Give us a few negatives of a thing worth seeing, _ -. ._...-. - - 
taken from different points of view, and that is all 
we want of it. Pull it down or burn it up, if you 
please." 

Oliver Wendell Holmes, 
Atlantic Monthly, 1859 

The above quote may sound rather brutal to today's preser- 
vationist ears, but it does dramatize the point that Holmes 
was making. Good stereographs can provide the best possi- 
ble graphic record of an object or structure for future genera- 
tions regardless of the fate of the original. But first someone 
must make the stereographs and those who follow must 
preserve and catalog them. I 

In California, both requirements have been met to a greater ' r  
degree than in most other parts of the world. Between the 
1850's and the present, nearly every mountain, waterfall, 

i 
dock, town and major building in the state has been recorded 
in stereo at least once, not to mention a good percentage of 
all the stuff in between those subjects. This massive record is 
the work of an astounding number of active stereographers, 
both amateur and professional, over the years. It exists for us 
today largely due to the efforts of dedicated collectors and 
photo historians, tracking down every image and scrap of in- .; 
formation they can find. 

Peter Palmquist's exhibit, Return to Eldorado: California in 
Stereo, 7850-1950 includes a choice selection of fascinating 
California images. Its opening at the California Museum of 
Photography coincides with the NSA Convention and offers 
graphic proof of the vital function of stereography in the 
overall historic record of California. Like many of those in the 
exhibit, the images reproduced here show a California long 
since pulled down or burned up-a California that can live A Riverside exhibit hall of day. "Views of the CitW Fair, 
on before our eyes in the stereoscope. Riverside, Cal." by  A . M .  Turner, c .  7896. 



Angel's Flight from the top of the line. 
The short but exciting ride was 5c. The 
Los Angeles Community Redevelop- 
ment Agency has hopes that planned 
o f f i c e / a p a r t r n e n t / r e s t a u r a n t  
developments on Bunker Hill will allow 
the restoration of the line. From astereo 
slide by George Kirkman. 

photography, 1890's style. The 
1 City Foto Company wagon for 
views from an 18 foot elevation 
1 the Los Angeles area. One o f  
photographers included in the 
nia Museum of Photography ex- 
y Peter Palmquist. 

The Angel's Flight cable car in 
downtown Los Angeles is seen here late 
in its life from the lower terminus. The 
two cars shared a common center rail 
except at the midway passing point. 
Constructed in 1901 to carry ped- 
estrians to the fashionable heights o f  
Bunker Hill, the line operated until long 
after the urban renewal of the 1960's 
had removed its reason for being there. 
From a stereo slide by George Kirkman. 

"Where Moving Pictures are Made." A silent film era movie lot 
looking like an enchanted city in the wilderness. From original 
Underwood t? Underwood negative #XI3322 in the Keystone- 
Mast Collection, California Museum of Photography. 



"Ships Unloading Lumber at  San Pedro Harbor, T L ' Y I ~ I I I I U S  of S.I?, 
L.A. and S. L. R. R." No. 330 by M .  Rieder, Los Angeles. Litho card, c . 1900. ..-* .. 

330. SIIlI'S UNI,O,\DIN(; 1,UMRER AT 8AN PEDRO HARBOR. 
TERMINUS OF 8 .  P.. I,. A. AND 9. L. R. R. 



Holding a frisby-size lens cap is famous Stockton ( c .  1880) 
photographer john Pitcher Spooner, included in the CMPexhibit. 

REVIEW 
View-Master Reels Illustrate New 

Book on 3-D History 
3 - 0  Past and Present, by W i m  van Keulen, published by 
3-0 Book Productions, Borger, The Netherlands, 1986.28 
pages, 44 color and 12 b h w  photos, 9 x 9" format, paper- 
back with 3 View-Master reels included inside back cover 
for stereo illustration. Available in U.S. from Reel 3-0  
Enterprises, PO Box 35, Duarte, C A  91010. $14.95 in- 
cluding reels (but not a viewer) plus $2.50 shipping. 

For the first time in years, a book (other than a special- 
ized medical text) has been published with View-Master 
reels used as the method of stereo illustration. 3 -0  Past and 
Present covers the history of stereo imaging from 
Wheatstone to Nimslo and holography. Unlike other recent 
books dealing with 3-D for a general audience, this one 

devotes fully the first half of the book to the "past", that is, 
stereo views and equipment before View-Master and 
Kodachrome. Here the advantage of using View-Master 
reels proves itself with excellent reproductions of a hand- 
tinted stereo daguerreotype, tinted view cards, and a tissue 
illuminated from both front and back revealing the color 
and piercing effects as only a color transparency can do. 

The "present" half of the book includes brief histories of 
View-Master, 3-D comics, 3-D projection, 3-D movies & 
TV, and scientific applications of stereo photography. These 
are equally well illustrated on the reels, including a 
marvelous electron microscope stereo of the cochlea of a 
rat's ear and one of the views from the famous View-Master 
book. Mushrooms In Their Natural Habitats. 

For someone totallv unfamiliar with the historv of 
stereography, 3-0 Past and Present can provide a rich and 
dramatically illustrated introduction that could easily ig- 
nite further interest in one or more aspects of the subject. 
But here readers will get little help from the book. One 
photo shows a pile of "modern books and magazines for the 
amateur 3-D photographer" but nowhere are any addresses 
given for organizations or publishers anywhere in the 
world.  he photo does demonstrate an enlightened 
reading taste, as 6 of the 12 publications shown in the pile 
are copies of STEREO WORLD!) This lack of references 
may be a minor shortcoming, as most who buy the book 
will have learned of it through some stereo source anyway, 
but the precedent isn't helpful. 

Collectors of stereo oriented publications will find this a 
delightful addition to their libraries, and View-Master col- - 
lectors will want it as well-if only for the three unique reels 
included inside the back cover. With 3-0 Past and Present, 
Wim van Keulen has given us a small but glittering gem. It 
even includes photos of Hugo de Wys and his exquisite 
viewers and projectors, as well as photos of the first stereo- 
illustrated book (Tenerife) and famous English 
photographer Roger Fenton's rare stereo-illustrated book on 
Wales. The potential can be seen here for a truly complete 
(or as near as possible) work on stereo history. By using 
View-Master reels for quality color reproduction of the 
stereo examples, a much larger book could be printed in 
black and white, with extensive historical chapters and rele- 
vant flat photos and diagrams included with the text. A 
book with a dozen reels included would be able to present 
84 examples of all sorts of stereo images now available to 
only a lucky few. Maybe 3-DPast and Present will inspire 
some publisher to look into the possibilities of such a 
venture. 

-John Dennis 



STALKING THE by William H. Bonney 

I 
"We had the sky up there, all speckled with 

stars, and we used to lay on our backs and look 
up at them, and discuss about whether they 
was made or only just happened. Jim said the 
moon could 'a' laid them; well, that looked kind 
of reasonable, so I didn't say nothing against it. 
We used to watch the ones that fell, too, and see 
them streak down. Jim allowed they'd got spoil- 
ed and was hove out of the nest." 

from Huckleberry Finn 

If you watch the sky patiently on any clear night you are 
likely to see a few shooting stars. They are not cosmic eggs, 
of course, nor even stars. Actually they are stones falling 
through the earth's atmosphere. To the human eye the 
fireworks show seems to be happening right up there in the 
sky's starfields. In fact, shooting stars-or meteors-are 
much closer than the celestial backdrop. And therefore they 
ought to be good subjects for stereo photographs. 

I reasoned all this a few years ago. It all looked so sim- 
ple: two cameras could be placed some specific distance 
apart, aimed at the same portion of the sky, and could make 
exposures at the same moment. Any passing meteor would 
be photographed by both cameras, the pictures could be 
combined and, bingo! a meteor in stereo. It seemed like a 
good weekend project. I proceeded to spend the next several 
years trying to catch my falling star. 

First I had to select a night on which to take these pic- 
tures. It wouldn't do to just point a camera at the sky and 
hope for a meteor to come along. Meteor falls are too rare 
and transient a phenomenon to capture by luck. Fortunate- 
ly, nature cooperates here. Meteoroids are not randomly 
distributed in space, instead, many of them flow together 
in well-defined streams. These streams can be imagined as 
enormous ribbons of gravel as they orbit the sun. Their 
locations in space are known, and when the earth passes 
through a meteoroid stream, a meteor shower results. One 
of the most spectacular showers occurs every year for a few 
nights in August. It is called the Perseids, and a keen-eyed 
observer at a dark site might count more than 50 meteors 
an hour when this shower is at the peak of its intensity. So 
I scheduled my photo session for a night of the Perseids. 

In the meantime, I did some planning. Two cameras 
would be required of course, but it wasn't at all clear 

whether they had to be the exact same brand and model. 
Similar focal lengths should produce similar image sizes, 
but I was afraid some mischievous optical property, such 
as curvature of field, would wind up ruining the picture. 
But a little backyard photography on a starry night show- 
ed that the eye can readily fuse two images taken with dif- 
ferent cameras and lenses. And that was good to know; it 
meant that I didn't have to locate two identical cameras 
owned by people willing to lend them. 

Next came the question of the best lens to use. Even 
meteors that seem fairly bright to the naked eye often do not 
show up on a photo&aph, A fast lens is the key: it puts 
more meteors within the grasp of the film. So a lens with 
a speed of at least f/2.8 seemed advantageous. On the other 
hand, wide-angle lenses are usually slower, but cover a big- 
ger portion of the sky, thus increasing the chance of a bright 
meteor falling across their field of view. Another considera- - 
tion was star trailing. Star trailing occurs in time exposures 
due to the stars' slow motion across the sky. The stars come 
out looking like little lines instead of little dots. Reducing 
these trails is a constraint that astrophotographers put on 
themselves in the name of aesthetics. A wide-angle lens 
renders the trails less noticeable. Finally, I settled on f /2.8, 
28-mm lenses with the superspeed 1000-ASA film that had 

- - 

just become available. 
The baseline was quite easy to calculate. I knew that 

depth perception works quite well on objects that are about 
eight feet away. But meteors are not eight feet away. They 
are more like a hundred miles awav. (This, incidentally, has 
been learned from pairs of photographs taken of thesame 
meteors with two widelv-sevarated cameras. The distance . . 
is calculated by triangulation, however, not stereoscopy.) 
The space between the eyes is a little more than two inches. 
It was a simple matter to divide and multiply these numbers 
a few thousandfold to get the proper distance between 
camera "eyesr' in order to make a meteor appear eight feet 
away: about two miles. 
A meteor falls between Lyra and the head of the Dragon at about 
2:00 AM the morning of August 13,1985. The Milky Way glows 
in the upper left; the bright star is Vega. These 3-minute exposures 
were taken at f/2.8 with 28-mm lenses on Kodak VR 1000 film. 
The distance between the cameras was 2.06 miles. About half the 
area of the original pictures has been cropped away to enlarge and 
center the meteor; further enlargement would have made the pair 
difficult to fuse. 



I had to select the sites with care for these two cameras. 
The biggest enemy of astrophotographers is unwanted 
light. The street lights from a city or town-even one that 
is miles away-can put a glow into the sky that overwhelms 
faint objects. Photographs taken near such sources of light 
pollution show the sky as an indistinct murk rather than a 
black backdro~ studded with stars. I decided on two moun- 
tain peaks about two miles apart in central Massachusetts, 
well away from the blaze of city lights. However, one of the 
mountains was on a state reservation and the gates were 
locked at dusk. A couple of phone calls to the superinten- 
dent got him interested in stereoscopy, and he granted 
special permission to pass beyond the gates. 

The Perseids are most intense for only a few hours, 
usually on the night of August 11. By the time August 11, 
1983, arrived, quite a few people had become curious about 
my project and were willing to participate in the expedition 
to the camera stations. And it was an expedition. Besides 
the cameras and tripods, we would be backpacking up the 
mountains with CB radios to coordinate the shots, dry cells 
to power the radios, antennas, flashlights, star charts, 
binoculars, food and coffee, lawn chairs, blankets, and all 
the other things needed to spend a comfortable night wat- 
ching the stars fall. But the sky that evening was covered 
with thick clouds that showed no sign of dispersing. We 
tried again the next night hoping to catch a few straggling 
meteors, and actually did glimpse stars for a moment or 
two when gaps in the clouds passed over. But it was no 
night to see Perseids. 

So we waited a year. The Perseids for 1984, however, 
happened at the time of full moon. The moon acts as a 
source of light pollution, drowning out other objects in the 
sky. We waited another year. 

On August 11,1985, I had all the equipment and special 
permits assembled again. Again it was cloudy. The next 
night was only partly cloudy. By then, the enthusiastic crew 
of helpers had dwindled to one.'But that one-Steve 
Simpson-is an unusually tenacious person, so we drove 
to our respective sites and backpacked the heavy equipment 
to the mduntainto~s. 

Even before I had all the equipment unpacked I started 
seeing meteors darting across the dark sky. I set up the CB 
radio and tuned in Simpson on the other mountain. "Yow!" 
the voice came across. "Did you see that one in Pegasus just 
now?" A moment later another one shot across Cassiopeia, 
and then another traced a silver trail down the path of the 
Milky Way. We set up our cameras on tripods aimed at a 
right angle to the baseline. In order to photograph the same 
area of the sky, we put the same bright star, Vega, directly 
in the center of our viewfinders. Then we made 
simultaneous time-exposures of about five minutes each, 
opening and closing the shutters at the same moment on a 
voice signal over the CB's. Meanwhile the meteors rained 
silently around us. 

There were still clouds tumbling about, causing us to 
miss many potential shots, since any wisp would appear on 
only one chip and ruin the stereo effect. Simpson's radio 
began to falter. Then we both saw a bright meteor fall 
squarely across our field, just before his camera jammed 
hopelessly and I ran out of film. We had to call i t  a night. 
But we got our meteor in stereo. 

The moment the prints came out of the darkroom I 

A blowup of the left chip shows that the meteor expired with two 
explosions, which look like bright dots at the end of the trail. 

loaded them into a stereoscope to see what we had caught. 
The meteor was there all right, popping out distinctly in 
front of the stars, looking like a little nick of light canted 
toward the viewer. Because of perspective there is not the 
majestic long trail typically seen in meteor photographs. It 
was coming almost directly at us. In fact, it is possible to 
deduce a great deal about the meteor from this stereo pair. 
Roger Sinnott, an editor at Sky O Telescope magazine, has 
an instrument called a measuring engine that makes possi- 
ble extremely precise measurements of photographic im- 
ages. He is also at home working with optics and spherical 
trigonometry. He examined the pictures and talculated that 
the meteor innited 76 miles west of us, over Williamstown, 
~assachuselts,  at an altitude of 66 miles. It burned for less 
than a second-that was the flash that Simpson and I saw 
in the sky and that made the image in our photographs- 
and then expired. But in that second it travelled 22 miles. 
Incredible as that speed seems, it is more or less typical for 
a meteor. And in all probability, the rock that I spent all 
that time to get a picture of was no bigger than an aspirin. 
Another surprising fact emerged as the stereo pair was 
studied. It is possible to identify the shower to which a 
meteor belongs by tracing its path across the sky, and this 
little fellow is definitelv not a Perseid. So, while the most 
famous of all meteor showers streamed over us, a passing 
vagabond stole the show. 
NSA member William H. Bonney is Production Manager 
of SKY O TELESCOPE Magazine, in which a version o f  
this article (complete with full stereo view) appeared in 
November 1985. 



Current information on stereo TODAY: new equipment, 
developments, magazine and newspaper articles, or 3-D 
events. This column depends on readers for information. 
(We don't know everything.) Send information or questions 
to David Starkman, PO Box 35, Duarte, CA 91010. 

NEW "ADVANCE" MAKES NIMSLO m 
ACT LIKE A REAL STEREO CAMERA! 

Those two extra middle frames you end up with when us- 
ing your Nimslo to shoot stereo slides (or negatives for 
stereo print pairs) may be an expense and frustration of the 
past, if a California company gets hold of your camera. The 
latest modification for Nimslo cameras results in something 
called the TECO-NIMSLO by James Lucas of Technical 
Enterprises. The original film transport and counter 
mechanisms are modified in the TECO-NIMSLO to achieve 
approximately one-half the film travel. This produces a 
Realist type sequence of pairs on the film, with two frames 
between the left and right images of the film, with two 
frames between the left and right images of any particular 
pair. The modification also evens out the Nimslo "quad" 
spacing which normally leaves wider frame lines between 
the sets of four. A cap covers the center two lenses, turning 
the Nimslo, in effect, into a true stereo camera with the 
1980's virtues of simple operation, small size, and auto- 
exposure. 

Unlike the BURDLO modification (May/June '85, page 
30) the TECO-NIMSLO retains all of its original lenses and 
shutters. This means that the camera can still be used to 
shoot four negatives for Nimslo prints by removing the 
center cover and advancing before and after the quad ex- 
posure with all lenses covered. It also makes possible the use 
of the center lenses for stereo close-ups at two different 
ranges and separations. As extras, TECO-NIMSLO will 
supply supplementary lenses that attach (one at a time) to 
the camera. One goes over the center lenses for 3/4 inch 
base close-ups at six inches, while the other uses lenses 1 
and 3 as a base for close-ups at 12 inches. (For Nimslo close- 
ups at more usual stereo ratios, see STEREO WORLD, 
March/Aprilf85, page 21.) 

The TECO-NIMSLO is probably just about what the 
Nimslo should have been all along. If this modification 

Negatives produced by a TECO-NIMSLO show fairly even spac- 
ing with no overlap. Three pairs can be seen here in "standard" 
stereo camera sequence. 

The "TECO-NIMSLO wearing its cap over the center lenses for 
normal stereo use. In front are the special close-up lenses for 
shooting at two possible ranges and separations. 

proves to be dependable, the camera may only be at the 
beginning of its potential time of wide acceptance and use 
by stereo enthusiasts (rather than the general public 
originally targeted in Nimslo marketing). 

Conversion cost for a stock Nimslo is currently $63.00. 
Mr. Lucas points out that this is about what would be saved 
on film and processing of eight rolls, once those center 
frames are no longer being wasted. New, already modified 
cameras are currently $97.00 including the center cap. For 
more information, contact Technical Enterprises, 1401 Bon- 
nie Doone, Corona del Mar, CA 92625. (714-644-9500) 

NEWSFLASH- 
A MOUNTING CRISIS? 

Kodak sources inform us that effective June 1st 1986, 
mounting or duplicating of 35mm stereo slides will no 
longer be done by any Kodak lab. This is due to the clos- 
ing of the processing plant at Rochester, New York where 
all stereo mounting work has been done in recent years. 
Other Kodak labs will of course still process film labeled 



"DO NOT CUT" and return the whole strip for stereo 
photographers to mount themselves. 

The following labs have been reported to offer both processing 
and mounting of stereo slides. (NCTTE: this list does not constitute 
an endorsement of these services by the NSA or STEREO WORLD. 
Check with each lab regarding prices or other questions. If you 
know of any other such labs, contact Newviews editor David 
Starkman.) 
DYNACOLOR, 611 Dwight St., Springfield, MA 01103 (413) 
739-2521. (Kodachrome) 
KOLOR PRINT INC., 221 Thayer St., Little Rock, AR 72202 (501) 
375-5581. (Kodachrome) 
MAGNACOLOR PHOrO LAB, 4330 Roseville Rd., N. Highlands, 
CA 95660 (916) 485-4422. (Kodachrome) 
LIGHTWORK LABS, 509 NW 10th Ave., Gainesville, FL 32601 
(904) 376-9745. (Ektachrome, E-6 only) 
STARLIGHT COLOR LAB, PO Box 36617, Los Angeles, CA 
90036. (Ektachrome, E76 only) 

"STEREO PHWGRAPHY" 
PUBLISHED IN ENGLISH 

Stereo Photography by Fritz Waack is an updated English 
edition of the original published by the German 
Stereoscopic Society in 1979. It consists of a 72 page 5x7" 
paperback which fills a gap between (and beyond) the two 
other current 3-D photography texts; Photographing in 3-0 
by David Burder & Pat Whitehouse, and The World of 3-D 
by J.G. Ferwerda. Stereo Photography is less lavishly il- 
lustrated (in b&w) than the above. 

For beginners, the book offers an introduction to what 
3-D is all about along with an excellent illustrated do-it- 
yourself section which includes directions for making slide 
bars, rackovers, stereoscopes, and twin camera rigs. For the 
advanced and technically curious stereographer, Waack 

I I 

goes far beyond Ferwerda into the mathematic; of 3-D 
photography. If you've ever wanted a table or formula to 
calculate stereo base on your lens focal length, near point 
distance, size constant and enlargement factor, or related 
technical data, then this is the book for you. 

The translation is sometimes a bit too literal, resulting in 
some unusual syntax, but there's nothing that can't be 
understood with a second look. Distribution in the U.S. is 
by Reel 3-D Enterprises, PO Box 35, Duarte, CA 91010. 
Price is $7.95 plus $2.50 shipping. (CA residents add 6.5% 
tax.) 

ISU NEWS BRIEFS 
The 1nternation.al Stereoscopic Union magazine 

STEREOSCOPY will keep its name, but will make its 
comeback in color. The first new issue will include color 
3-D photos of the 1985 ISU Congress in Washington, D.C. 
Distribution will now be by airmail, in an attempt to stay 
in closer touch with international 3-D activities. There will 
be three issues this year, with the first being mailed to all 
former ISU members on the 1984 membership list. (there 
were no membership dues in 1985.) 

New annual dues for ISU membership (and 
STEREOSCOPY) are $14.00 (U.S.) or DM 36.00. The 
Technical Supplements are an additional $2.00 or DM 5.00. 
They will be mailed with STEREOSCOPY to those order- 
ing them. 

Please make checks or remittances payable to ISU (Inter- 
national Stereoscopic Union) and indicate the purpose, for 
example: 
"Dues 1986 US$14.00 / DM 36.00" 
or "Dues + TS US$16.00 / DM 41.00 
Please remit to: 

Paul Wing 
50 Floret Circle 
Hingham, MA 02043 

Bank transfer payments may also be made directly to our 
account in the Fed. Rep. of Germany. 

Bank: Stadtsparkasse & Landesleihbank, Hanau 
Bank No: BLZ 506 500 23 
Account No: Kto. Nr. 10283299 

6th ISU CONGRESS 1987 
Now it is official. The next ISU Congress will be held in 

INTERLAKEN, Switzerland, from Oct. 1 until Oct. 5, 
1987. Interlaken is situated in the heart of the Swiss Alps. 
It is easily accessible by road or train. There are direct trains 
to Interlaken from Paris, Frankfurt and Zurich. The Con- 
gress Center Casino, where it will take place, is only a few 
steps away from many good hotels in different price ranges. 
For easy reservation the ISU will offer a few chosen hotels 
that will be conforming to all budgets and tastes. This Con- 
gress may be combined with a holiday in the Alps. The 
season is excellent for hiking. Overseas visitors might profit 
from their Europe stay by visiting the Paris "Salon Interna- 
tional Photo-Video-Cinema'' which will take place from 
Oct. 10-18, 1987. 

The planning has already started. Some well-known 3-D 
photographers have promised to come. There will be a 

(continued on page 31) 



by Luther Ask eland 

When Craig Daniels couldn't locate a nice stereoscope in 
Red Wing, Minnesota in 1982, he decided to build his own. 
After trying several designs in an attempt to build one that 
would be technically and aesthetically satisfying, he started 
making and selling the Red Wing Viewer as part of a home- 
based business called the RED W I N G  VIEW COMPANY. 
Far from being just another "reproduction" of the classic 
Holmes design, the Red Wing was something that caught 
stereo enthusiasts by surprise; a sturdy, beautiful viewer 
that corrected many of the problems and limitations of vin- 
tage, mass produced stereoscopes. The card holder didn't 
wobble in six different directions, the hood was big enough 
for eyeglasses, and the lenses didn't slide around in their 
mounts with every tilt of thescope! (All of this handcrafted 
in wood rather than stamped out of metal and plastic.) See 
Newviews, STEREO WORLD, May/June 1984. 

A s  word of this gem spread and orders piled up, Craig 
realized that the venture was too much for a "spare time" 
effort in a tiny home workshop. Early in 1985, Luther 
Askeland (who had been supplying the wood and making 
some of the parts) took over the Red Wing's fabrication and 
assembly aspart of his WELCH VILLAGE WOODWORK- 
ING operation in nearby Welch, Minnesota. After a "fac- 
tory tour" with a stereo camera in August '85, we asked 
Luther to fill STEREO WORLD readers in on some of the 
secrets of the stereoscope business in the 1980's. 

-Ed. 

After a long education, I taught in the Scandinavian 
Department at the University of Minnesota for a few years 
before resigning in 1976 to take up woodworking. I moved 
to Welch Village (about 40 miles from Minneapolis and 9 
from Red Wing) where most of my work has been with 
custom made furniture and (recently) items made in small 
quantities which I then sell. I enjoy gardening and work- 
ing in my woods, of which I have about 25 acres. I've 

Forming the "bezel" witll a router and special jig. All photos by 
john Dennis except as noted. 

Virtually the entire instrument is made of precision cut wood- 
including even the lens cell springs. 

planted several thousand trees, many pines and quite a few 
walnuts. 

So I was already a little off the beaten path even before 
I ran into Craig Daniels. He showed up about five years ago 
in response to an ad in the local paper and wanted to buy 
walnut for some crazy thing he was making. With the craft 
and cunning of a dyed-in-the-wool stereographer, he then 
drew me step-by-step over a period of several years into the 
exotic world of stereography and stereoscope production. 
First he just bought some wood and tried to explain what 
he was doing. Then he bought some more wood, bringing 
along a prototype viewer and some of his fine stereo views. 
Then he asked for some advice in making the viewer. Then, 
while ordering more wood, he asked if I would be willing 
to make just one or two parts. At no point did it seem 
reasonable to say "No!", but at the end of this softening up 
process I had lost all perspective, so now it was easy for him 
to come out one day last spring and say, "I really want to 
be making views. Why don't you just take over making the 
Red Wing Viewer?" 

I should add that the experience has been a good one in 
all kinds of ways. For one, the viewers are actually being 
bought and it's time now to start making more! But there 
have been many other equally important if less tangible 
benefits. Making the viewer is challenging and fascinating 
work, and working with Craig has been a genuine pleasure. 
I've also discovered the pleasure of stereography, and now 
my neighbors and friends are no longer surprised if I show 
up for a visit bringing the viewer and some new views. And 
there are further horizons. Craig and I have begun to ex- 



plore the possibility of offering the viewer together with 
sets of fine contemporary views (both his work and the 
work of other stereographers) to the more discriminating 
(but still uninitiated) members of the general public. I've 
discovered that most people have at least a memory or two 
of old stereo views, and their fascination rekindles when a 
nice-looking viewer and some superb stereographs are 
placed before them. 

Though I now do most of the work in making the Red 
Wing Viewer, there are actually three of us involved. Craig 
supplies me with the glass lenses he splits himself and with 
the brass parts-stage wire, stage knob, and the prong for 
the base. And my daughter, who is now in college and a free 
viewer, helps with the final steps and with packaging. (My 
paranoia always has a field day in the packaging phase. 
Have I put in all the parts? Should I cut the package open 
again to make sure everything is all right in there?) 

Most woodworking jobs don't require vernier calipers, 
but this one does. When I started making the viewer, Craig 
gave me very complete specs and procedures for each part. 
The measurements are in thousandths, and Craig has given 
the time required for each of the hundreds of steps in tenths 
of a minute. The former I take very seriously, and the lat- 
ter are a source of endless banter between us. 

I continue to be very impressed by the quality of the first 
Red Wing Viewers Craig himself made with very modest 
eauivment. There have been many changes in procedure 
sike' I started making it, but the basic design ismuch the 
same. The one real improvement in the final product is that 
we have now gone over to glass lenses. Having more equip- 
ment at my disposal, I've been able to make some parts 
more efficiently and precisely. Questions about certain 
relatively "minor" features come up and lead to long discus- 
sions as we try to figure out just what the perfect solution 
would be. For instance, should the edge of the hood be dyed 
to match the rest of the hood (which looks best, but also 
hardens it), or should the dye be sanded off, thus softening 
it to the touch? (Our current solution is a careful 
compromise!) 

I dry the walnut used in the viewer myself, first air- 
drying it and then drying it further to the proper moisture 

The home o f  the Red Wing Viewer-a large and well equipped 
wood shop built by Luther Askeland in his front yard. A place 
rustic on the outside, and humming on the inside with the plea- 
sant sounds and smells of carefully selected and prepared hard- 
woods meeting their destinies. 

content in my solar kiln (the back of a refrigerated truck 
which was once the proud possession of a Minneapolis fruit 
company). Then I let it sit in my shop for quite a while, 
which ensures that the moisture content stays right and that 
all the moisture in the wood is evenly distributed. This pro- 
cess takes time, but it ensures that I know the condition of 
the wood I am working with. 

Sanding the edge of the 
maintain softness after 

leather hc 
dyeing. 



Nearing completion, a viewer gets its 
nose tightened as Luther sits at his kit- 
chen table. 

When it's time to make viewers, I get out the 16 pages of 
typed, step-by-step procedures I received from Craig, to 
which I have added many pages of my own supplements 
and changes. To go out to the shop and make one viewer 
would be very inefficient and would take a week or more. 
Instead, I make one part at a time in quantities of fifty or 
so. Many of the procedures require special jigs, and a very 
important part of the work consists in figuring out just 
what is the best and most efficient way to make each part, 
bearing in mind that the tolerances are very close and that 
all surfaces must end up in a nicely sanded and finished con- 
dition. (The advantage of this is that much important work 
can be done in an easy chair by the stove or in a lawnchair!) 
There will be use for many different tools: saw, planer, 
jointer, band saw, drill press, sanders. And there's a great 
deal of router work, both in shaping edges and in shaping 
the parts themselves using a template. The tongue and 
stage, for instance, are "cut" to their basic shape using a 
router. 

Parts that are defective in one way or another get thrown 

out along the way, and a few more will be discarded dur- 
ing the final sanding and finishing phase. All the parts are 
machine sanded and then hand sanded to #220 (the handles 
still finer) before the tung oil finish is applied. Some parts, 
especially the bezel with its end-grain ends, are "wet- 
rubbed" with very fine steel wool during the finishing pro- 
cess, and finally all the parts get carnauba wax and are 
rubbed again. Then we assemble the viewers, test them 
with the "line card" to make sure the lenses are working just 
right, check the stage movement one last time, and put 
them in their nice little boxes. 

I'll be starting another series of Red Wing Viewers soon, 
and in response to a special order I'm already in the process 
of making a small number of them in white oak with a 
golden oak finish. Thanks to my wonderful new plunge 
router, the insides of the bezel will be somewhat different, 
though the external appearance will remain exactly as it has 
been. Craig and I continue to discuss the viewer and possi- 
ble modifications, and we welcome comments, criticisms, 
and suggestions from Red Wing Viewer owners. 

A final test of lens alignment with a 
precise horizontal "line card" viewed at 
arm's length to reveal even slight 
distortion. 



The finished viewer or1 its st~~t~ils/roiiiir~,y the l~c-l\-slrj~por.t icir-c I 

card holder and the tension split in the tongue-an impressive fu- 
sion of form and function that outshines many of the views like- The current price of a Red Wing Viewer without 
ly to be seen through it! The philosophy behind the Red Wing is stand is $68.00, but for a complete price list with 
well expressed in the comment on the instruction sheet packed shipping charges and more details, write to Welch 
with every viewer, "We hope that you'll find it a lasting value; a Village Woodworking, Rt. #2, Box 18, Welch, 
window to the images, experiences, and visions of humanity." MN 55089. 
Stereo by Craig Daniels. 

NEWVIEWS (continued from page 27) 
~ 5 h a ~ ~  

special demonstration of the industrial uses of 3-D, in- 
cluding publicity, along with ample space for producers of 
3-D items. READERS ARE INVITED TO SEND RECOM- 
MENDATIONS FOR POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS IN 
ANY OF THESE FIELDS TO THE ISU, PO BOX 2319, 
3001 BERNE, SWITZERLAND. 

-Thomas B. Handschin, 
President ISU 

PRECISION SLIDE 
ALIGNMENT BY PROJECTION 

Many stereographers have considered ways of making 
slide alignment both easier and more accurate at the same 
time. The ultimate answer may be to project the pair en- 
larged and superimposed so that any mis-alignment is 
readily visible. German stereographer H.H. Koeppe has 
built a device which projects stereo transparency pairs 
(standard or 2x2") while allowing easy access to the slide 
for adjustments. It was demonstrated at the ISU Congress 
in Buxton, England in 1983, where the response was en- 
thusiastic enough to inspire the publication of a do-it- 
yourself illustrated guide. 

Construction Guide for a Projection Stereo Slide Align- 
ment Jig by H.H. Koeppe was published in English by the 
Munich branch of the German Stereoscopic Society as part 
of their "Munich Stereo Information Series B". The 34 page 
booklet is illustrated with clear, well explained diagrams 
and drawings and provides information on various 
methods of slide adjustment as well as the construction and 

Munich Stereoscop~c Informat~on 
Serles B 

Construct~on Gulde 
for a 

Ropction Stereo Slide Altgnment Jig 

i 
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adjustment of the device itself. Basic layouts and dimen- 
sions are given, but not specific brand names or part 
numbers for things like lamps or lenses - on the assumption 
that people will have access to different materials (such as 
old projectors) and will adapt the design accordingly. The 
guide is available in the U.S. from Reel 3-D Enterprises, PO 
Box 35, Duarte, CA 91010 for $7.95 plus $2.50 shipping & 
handling (CA residents add 6.5% tax). 



by Neal Bullington 

We start off this time with a cabinet-size view from Bruce 
Hooper. It was found with other views from Pullman, 11- 
linois and is believed to be ca. 1880. Could this be George 
Pullman's steamer, or perhaps a pleasure craft on Lake 
Michigan? "Twilight" is the name on the side of the vessel. 

Next we have two more of Bruce's views; yellow cards 
showing a river town. A third card (not shown) from this 
set is marked "Crab Tree Hill, Montana Ty.", but the Mon- 
tana Historical Society doesn't believe that this is their state. 
Any guesses? 



Our last view is an orange card with pink reverse by 
W.H. Carpenter of New York. This statue of a Civil War 
soldier is wrongly identified on the card as being a view in 
the canyon of the Colorado River. We have a sneaking 
suspicion it might actually be in a park or cemetary 
somewhere around New York City. There is a tent or awn- 
ing at the left, perhaps something to do with the dedication 
or unveiling of the statue? 

Remember when we discussed the hanging of Mills in the 
JAN/FEB issue? A recent issue of Yankee magazine says 
that the jail in Haverhill, N.H. where the hanging took 

place is for sale. At a mere $90,000, this could be the 
ultimate in "go-withs" for a collector of views of the event. 

Phil Baas and Bill McClintock both wrote to suggest that 
the ocean bathing view in the JANIFEB '86 issue was pro- 
bably at Coney Island or Rockaway Beach, or some other 
beach near New York City. Both men have similar views by 
other photographers. 

How about some views from those of you who haven't yet 
submitted anything? Send views (including return postage) or 
information about past unknowns to Neal Bullington, 137 
Carman St., Patchogue, N.Y., 11772. 



THE STEREOSCOPIC SOCIETY 
AMERICAN BRANCH 

THE SOCIETY 

PRINT FOLIO AP1 has been lost. Since the new print 
circuit was inaugurated in 1978 we have been very fortunate 
in not having lost a domestic folio, either print or 
transparency. In this case the package was delivered but 
stolen before the member picked up his mail. This is a tru- 
ly regrettable event but it is a chance we have to take if we 
are to enjoy the many pleasures of folio participation. 
Several years ago two international transparency folios 
were lost in New Zealand during a rash of mail robberies 
there. Beyond that, luck has been with us. For the most 
part, at least, prints are replaceable whereas transparency 
originals are not. As to the thief, let us rejoice in the disap- 
pointment he must have felt when he opened his package 
of loot, and please join me in wishing all of the crawling 
vermin of the outhouses of Asia into his living quarters. 

SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE The illustrated 
view of automobile carnage was taken in the mid-1930's by 
Society member E.K. Emslie of Flint, Michigan. On last 
night's TV news I saw a 1986 version which looked much 
like this, the result of the imprudent mixture of speed and 
alcohol. In neither case could I recognize the make and 
model of what had been an automobile. Some things don't 
change. 

AND SOME THINGS DO In July of 1939, Society 
member C.H. Green of England took the picture shown 
herein and entitled ",...the end of a perfect day." According 
to Mr. Green, 

'This picture was taken under difficulties. I had 
to stand on a chair and hold the camera against my 
forehead. 

"The picture was taken on holiday of 32 Lon- 
don girls who were on a school journey at the 

Isle of Wight. With the aid of the grant from 
the Educational Authorities and the result of 'ef- 
£ortsf by the teachers, the girls are able to have 
two weeks at a good hostel at Shanklin for 2 
pounds, inclusive of fares. 

"They have several coach trips, walks over 
some of the finest hiking country, and of course 
some time on the shores. 

"A small niece of mine was in the party, hence 
my priviledge of taking this group just as they 
were getting ready for bed. In the usual way 
they would have had supper before donning the 
'pys' but this method adopted gave them a little 
longer time up, so that pleased them. 



"A short time every morning is given to 
writing an acc6unt of the previous day's doings, 
and the notebooks are a credit to the girls, and 
form very fine souvenirs of a happy time. 

"Lucky girls to live in a time and land of such 
privileges." 

Looking back nearly a half century into this picture, I 
believe I would change the title now to "Before the Storm". 
These seemingly carefree, holidaying London girls were just 

six weeks away from the start of World War I1 and, a year 
later, the saturation bombing of their city through which 
Goering's Luftwaffe hoped to break the British spirit. As I 
look into each girl's face in the picture, I can't help but 
wonder what lay ahead for her, and.. .where is she now? If 
you take stereo pictures you may wish to explore the 
possibilities of membership in the Stereoscopic Society. 
Contact the Corresponding Secretary, Jack E. Cavender, 
1677 Dorsey Avenue, Suite C, East Point, GA 30344. 

NORTH AMERICA'S 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

D.H. Burnham and built in 1914, it is a characteristic exam- 
ple of the Commercial style and one of 4 Burnham buildings 
in Cleveland. It is metal frame, terra cotta: 6 stories with 

The building with the clock on the roof at the right of this Chicago windows, and 2 later' recessed stories added by 
Keystone view of Public Square and Euclid Avenue in Graham, Anderson, Probst, and White in 1931. Ownership 
Cleveland, Ohio is the May Company. Designed by architect is in private hands. 



Personalities in Perspective by Eric Beheim 

Gypsy Rose Lee 
GYPSY ROSE LEE was born Rose Louise Hovick 

somewhere on the west coast on February 9,1914. Almost 
as soon as she could walk, Rose and her older sister June 
were enrolled in a dancing school by their mother who had 
decided upon a show business career for them. When Rose 
was four, she and her sister debuted their "kiddie-act" at a 
celebration held at their grandfather's Knights of Pythias 
lodge. The act was a success and the Hovick sisters went on 
to play all seven of the lodges their grandfather belonged to. 
A series of vaudville bookings followed. At the height of 
their careers as child actors, Gypsy and her sister were mak- 
ing as much as $1,250 a week. 

With the decline of "vaud", the Hovick sisters went on to 
separate careers. Legend has it that Rose was appearing in 
a burlesque theater when she was recruited to fill in as a 
stripper. B~ the 1930's she had become the best known strip- 
per in burlesque. The well-known critic H. L. Mencken, in 
an attempt to coin a more dignified term for her profession, 
called her a "ecdysiast" a word combining the Greek 
ekdysis, which means "getting out," and the zoological term 
ecdysis, which means "the act of molting." 

The multi-talented Rose also had movie careers under 
two different names. As Louise Hovick, she appeared as a 
comedienne in such '30's films as Ali Baba Goes to Town, 
and My Lucky Star. As Gypsy Rose Lee, she had star roles 
in Belle of the Yukon, Babes in Bagdad, and The Trouble 
With Angels, (in which she played a nun!). 

Rose continued her career as an "ecdysiast," appearing at 
the 1939 New York's World Fair, where she was advertis- 
ed in a portrait "bigger than Stalin's." (At about that time, 
she posed for a stereo cameraman for a series that was later 

released as TRU-WE Subject #I306 from which these views 
were copied. 

During World War 11, Rose did numerous radio pro- 
grams, camp shows and benefits for the war effort and was 
elected sweetheart of eighteen regiments. She also found 
time to write a best selling novel The G-string Murders, and 
a play. Her autobiography Gypsy, published in 1957, was 
made into a smash Broadway musical and an equally suc- 
cessful motion picture. 

Through the mid 196Ors, Rose, who appeared not to have 
aged a bit, kept busy by hosting a syndicated TV talk show 
and journeying to Viet Nam to entertain American troops. 
Her death from cancer on April 26,1970, robbed the Show 
Business World of one of its brightest and most talented 
stars. 



STEREOSCOPE BOOK 
PROJECT REVIVED 

In the November/December 1980 issue of STEREO 
WORLD, members Ed Berkowitz and Don Lowy announced 
plans for a book on the history of the stereoscope. Much 
material was gathered and the project was well under way 
when Ed succumbed to a sudden fatal illness. 

Paul Wing (NSA Board Member and stereoscope collector) 
has now arranged to take over the original material and plans 
to produce a major reference work on stereoscopes from 1838 
until the introduction of the 35mm versions in the mid 1930's. 
For their substantial contribution, Ed Berkowitz and Don 
h w y  will be acknowledged as coauthors. The project will be 
set up so that any profits will benefit the Oliver Wendell 
Holmes Stereoscopic Research Library. Research materials 

used in preparing the manuscript will also be donated. 
Originally, many people contributed photographs and 

other memorabilia. Each will be contacted by Paul Wing for 
permission to use this material with proper credit as agreed 
earlier. Anyone having unusual viewers or literature (such as 
early ads or magazine articles) is asked to contact him. Items 
with maker's names or labels are important. A photo would 
be nice, but that can come later. This is the first major book 
to deal exclusively with this interesting subject and much im- 
portant information is in your hands, not in the reference 
libraries. Send information to Paul Wing, 50 Floret Circle, 
Hingham, MA 02043. 



FOR SALE 
- 

VIEW.MASTER from United States and 
Europe. 1986 Catalog $1.00. Disney, 
Showtime, Religious, Special Subjects, U.S. 
and Foreign Travel. Many discontinued 
packets still available. Worldwide Slides, 
7427-NSA Washburn Avenue South, Min- 
neapolis, MN. 55423. 

3-DIMENSIONALTRADING CARDS in 1983 
to promote the film Jaws 3-D, a series of 
anaglyphic cards were issued and hastily 
withdrawn when the film flopped making 
them a very rare and collectible 3-D item. 
Free viewer in each pack. 3 pks-$1.0018 
pks.-$2.00 PPD. R. Aldrich, 535 Taylor St. 
#601 San Francisco, CA. 94102. 

VERSATILE Bush press camera with 
adapters and filters and Adapt-a-roll for620 
roll film. $200. Earl Moore, 152 Walnut St., 
Wood Dale, IL. 60191. 

3-DIMENSION COMICS, Vintage View- 
Master Reels & Packets, Xographs, Books 
on 3-D, Stereoscopes, 3-D Movie Lobby 
Cards, Posters and Stereo Collectibles from 
1947-86.10 pagecatalog-1986 $1. Our 25th 
Year!! Robert Meretsky, J.A.F., P.O. Box 
8007, New York, N.Y. 10116. 

3-D MOVIE SLIDE SETS in Aluminum 
mounts: "House of Wax", "It Came from 
Outer Space", "Taza, Son of Cochise", 3-D 
Realist-type slides from rare View-Master 
3-D Movie Preview Reels. $17.50 each ti- 
tlelSet of (7) Scenes. Add $2. postage. Also: 
11 " x 14" Full-color Title Lobby-Card 
Reproductions to 3-D Movies, (8) Different 
Titles $9.50 each. Jerry Ehardt, P.O. Box 
3425, Centerline, MI.48015.1-313-758-6418 
EveningsNVeekends. 

1986 VIEW-MASTER list. Sawyers & GAF. 
Send Large SASE. Warren Leese, 42H 
Franklin ~ r e e n s  So., Somerset, N.J. 08873, 
(201) 249-2896. 

MEOPTA STEREO REELS with nude girls. 
For use in  VM viewer. Made i n  
Czechoslovakia about 1970. Colors little 
faded. Six different reels for $17.50 PP. 
Harry zur Kleinsmiede, Sassenbergen 67, 
9531 GW Borger, Holland. 

YOU READ ABOUT 0-VU, the new, quick 
way to mount your stereo views. Now you 
want samples-Send $1. forasample kit in- 
cluding assorted mounts and instructions 
to: Q-VU, 817 E. 8th St., Holtville, CA. 92250. 

FREE, year-round photographica 1 
stereographica search service. Send 
specific "wants". Also buying pre-1900, 
graphically i l lustrated letterheads, 

As part of their membership, members are c!fered Free use of classified adver- 
tising. Members may use 100 words per year, divided into three ads with a max- 
lmurn of 35 words per ad. Addit~onal ads or words may be inserted at the rate of 
200 per word. Please include payments with ads. Deadline is the 10th of the month 
preceding publication date Rate sheet for display ads available upon request. Send 
ads to the National Stereoscopic Association. Box 14801, Columbus. OH 43214 
or call (614) 895-1 774. 

billheads, stocks, bonds, labels, catalogues 
advertising. Quantities preferred. Please 
price! Year-round suppliers needed! Loc- 
cisano, Box 5301, Lancaster, PA. 17601. 

WANTED 
- -- 

VIEWS OF ALTON, ILLINOIS. Price or good 
trade. Earl Moore, 152 Walnut St., Wood 
Dale, IL. 60191. 

ARIZONA photographs prior tb  1920, 
stereo, cabinet, and post cards. Will buy or 
have boxed sets, stereo, and cased images 
for trade. Send Xerox and price or your trade 
interests. Jeremy Rowe, 719 N. Robson, 
Mesa, AZ. 85201, (602) 964-0975. 

CRYSTAL PALACE-Looking for excep- 
tional views. Harrv Porter. 3524 Universitv 
BI., Dallas, TX. 75205. ' 

FLORIDA STEREOS of historical value, 
especially Tallahassee, Tampa and 
Gainesville. Price and describe or send on 
approval; highest prices paid for pre-1890 
views. No St. Augustine. Hendriksen, P.O. 
Box 21153, Kennedy Space Center, FL. 
32815. 

HOLYLAND-Flat views wanted. Buy or 
trade. Bert Zuckerman, 59 Overlook Dr., 
Amherst, MA. 01002. 

WESTERN STREETS, PIONEER towns, 
gold mining, railroads, ships, 
photographers, Indians, plus countless 
others to trade for stereo views of the 
Saratoga Race Course. Also want Catskill 
Mountains views. Gosse, Box 5351, Albany, 
N .Y. 12205. 

WISH TO BUY stereo views, CDVs or 
Cabinets of Wars, Disasters, Old Los 
Angeles, Detroit, Quebec, France, Nudes, 
Personalities, dogs, cats, photographers 
etc. Also old cylinders, 78 RPM records, 
sheet music before 1930s. Edward Couture, 
1233 So. Curson Ave., Los Angeles, CA. 
90019, phone (213) 935-4665. 

ARIZONA, NEW MEXICO, Texas views 
wanted! Stereos, CDVs, Cabinets, any for- 
mat. Also views of cowboys in western 
dress. Always buying. Gary J. Landi, 521 
West Encanto Blvd., Phoenix, AZ. 85003, 
phone (602) 253-5232. 

REPRODUCTIONS OF STEREOGRAPHS of 
Flagstaff, Arizona Territory wanted-l need 
these for publication by local historian for 
forthcoming book on Flagstaff. Views by 
Wittick, Burge, Hildreth & Burge, Burge & 
Wittick, Baer, etc. Preferably views not 
previously published in journals, etc. Bruce 
Hooper, 3230 Meadow Brook Dr., Flagstaff, 
AZ. 86001, (602) 526-9362. 

UNDERWOOD San Francisco Earthquake 
views nos. 8186, 8188, 8190, 8198, 8210, 
8211, 8213, 8215, 8217, 8218, 8219, 8222, 
8225, 8233, 8236, 8250, 8252, 8255, 8257, 
8258, 8260, 8261, 8269, 8275, 8276, 8277, 
8278,8285. Paying $10.00 each. Very good 
up. Bob Greenwood, Box 455, Georgetown, 
CA. 95634. 

COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Cen- 
tury images (Cased, stereo, CDV, Cabinet & 
large paper). Bill Lee, 5730 S. 1300E, Salt 
Lake City, UT. 84121. Specialties: Western, 
Locomotives, photographers, Indians, Min- 
ing, J. Carbutt, Expeditions, Ships, Utah & 
Occupational. 

DAKOTA, N.D. and S.D. photos, 
stereographs, post cards and ephemera 
alwayswanted. Bob Kolbe, 1301 S. Duluth, 
Sioux Falls, SD. 57105. 

DIRIGIBLE STEREO VIEWS. Hindenbera. 
Graf Zeppelin, etc. Rigid lighter-than-air 
craft only. Top prices paid. Chris Lucas, Box 
344, Rt. 4, Columbia, MO. 65201. 

45X 107MM glass stereo views for my hand 
held viewer. Send age, description, condi- 
tion, asking price and other charges to: 
Howard Pierpont, 365 Carol Road, Stratford, 
CT 06497. 

COMPLETE SET of all back issues of Stereo 
World, also Complete boxed sets of the 
Philippines, Japan, Samoa and any other 
topic. Excellent condition only. Ronald 
Judd Moore, 1109 East 39 Street, Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 11210. 

VERMONTviews, cdvs, cabinet cards, etc. 
Also views of musicians, famous people, 
dolls, and H.C White sets. Stuart Butterfield, 
431 W. 54 St., New York, N.Y. 10019. 
-- 

EARLY CANADIAN, especially Quebec, 
British, and European views. Must be 
pre-1875 and in excellent condition. Land- 
scapes O.K. David Miller, 5384 Jeanne- 
Mance, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2V 
4K4, (514) 274-1468. 

MUYBRIDGEVIEWS. Top prices paid. Also 
Michigan and mining-the 3 Ms. Many 
views available for trade. Leonard Walle, 
49525 W. Seven Mile, Northville, M1.48167. 
(31 3) 348-9145. 

SHAKER people stereo views, real photos, 
snapshots, etc. Please send photocopy 
with price to Richard Brooker,450 East 84th 
Street. New York, N.Y. 10028. 

J.J. HAWES. Southworth & Hawes. A.F. 
Hawes & c.< Hawes stereo views, CDVS & 
cabinet cards: Anything related. Send 
Xeroxes & wants. Ken Appollo, 2415 NW 
Lovejoy, Portland, OR:97210. 

GOLD & SILVER MINING: All original 
photographic images (stereo views, etc.) up 
to 1910 (no foreign). Prospectors, mine in- 



teriors, exteriors, mining equipment, mining COLORADO stereo views and CDVs by scenic CDVs and Cabinets, early town 
towns etc. Also, wanted anything W.G. Chamberlain, Joseph Collier, Charles viewbooks, small town photo post cards. 
Numismatic, views of U.S. Mints & Assay Weitfle, Alex Martin, Frank Dean, W.H. Don Ulrich, 1625 South 23, Lincoln, NE.  
Offices (Philadelphia, New Orleans. San Jackson, George E. Mellon, James W. Nut t ,  68502. 
~rancisco, ~enver etc.), and mint' and 
coinage operations. Also, views of U.S. 
Bureau of Engraving & Printing 
(Washington, DC) and its paper money 
operations. Plus any similar views of private 
Banknote Engravers. Please send 
photocopies with price and description, or 
send for my approval. I will respond quick- 
ly. David Sundman, Littleton Coin Com- 
pany, 253 Union St., Littleton, N.H. 03561. 

Duhem ~ros.,-B.A. Hawkins, George D. 
Wakely, Rufus Cable, E.G. Morrison, Luke 
& Wheeler, Frank Kuykendall, Charles 
Goodman, C.H. Clark, J.L. Clinton, and 
Lachian McLean. Pay top cash. David S. 
Digerness, 4953 Perry St., Denver, CO. 
80212. 

NEBRASKA, Kansas and other midwest 
states. Want to buy early stereo views, 

WOLLENSAK andlor Busch Verascope- 
good working condition, also interested in 
3-D postage stamps. Wayne Battelle, 329 E. 
94th St., New York, N.Y. 10128, (212) 
831-921 1. 

KEYSTONE #2407, Cripple Creek; Davis 
#17058, Victor, CO, and similar views; 
Revere 33; TDC 716; Kodaslide I I .  Kaye, PO. 
Box 440171, Aurora, CO. 80044. 

IN CUBA WITH SHAFTER (continued fiom page II) 

not be reinforced and must fall. Still the Spanish com- 
mander at Santiago refused to surrender. Rather than risk 
more casualties in an assault on the city's inner line of 
defense, Shafter continued his peace negotiations while his 
troops squatted in their rain soaked, mosquito-infested 
trenches. Malaria, typhoid and dysentery raged, and yellow 
fever cases were starting to appear. Thousands fell sick. 
Finally, on July 17, Santiago formally surrendered and the 
Spanish flag that had waved over Santiago for 328 years 
was replaced by the Stars and Stripes. The surrender had 
come none too soon. Wasted away by sickness and poor ra- 
tions, Shafter's Fifth Army Corps had been reduced to a 
ragbag collection of scrawny, malodorous scarecrows. A 
round-robin letter to Shafter from Roosevelt and the other 
unit commanders warned that "This Army must be moved 
at once or it will perish as an Army." When this letter ap- 
peared in American newspapers, it brought an immediate 
response from Washington: fresh troops were rushed to 

Cuba and the heros of Santiago were loaded onto transports 
bound for a temporary rest camp at the tip of Long Island 
called Camp Wikoff. Some 514 soldiers died of disease in 
Cuba. Half again as many died on the transports or after ar- 
riving at Camp Wikoff. 

On September 3rd, President McKinley visited the camp. 
Most of the newspaper coverage from Camp Wikoff, 

however, went to Roosevelt and his Rough Riders. Reunited 
with their horses, "Teddy's Terrors" provided their fellow 
troopers with a seemingly continuous rodeo. 

Within a few weeks, most of Shafter's volunteer troops 
were mustered out. Reporter-artist Charles J. Post, who had 
fought with the 71st New York Volunteers summed up his 
experiences in Cuba by saying, "I was lucky; I had 
survived ." 

"Divers At Work on the Wrecked Battleship Maine" Keystone 
N o .  9065. 



StereoType (continued from page 17) 

in the lines in which they will appear. Then make two good 
100% copies of this original. For size changes, make 2 
copies of each different size, marking that percentage in the 
margin of each page. Remember that more complex 
messages may require relatively small type over all. With 
a small T-square and the windows closed, you can cut and 
move words, letters or lines to the right and left- 
experimenting by trial and error to find the shift needed for 
each plane and the size type to use on that plane. Leave 
everything flat on the desk and free view or use a book style 

M K O I J N B H U Y G V C F T  M K O I J N B H U Y G V C F T  
Fig. 16. 
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viewer. Paste pieces down only on the right or left side at 
first, to allow "fine tuning" shifts when pasting that word 
on the other side-perhaps while fusing the pair. Borders 
will help you judge where you're at while pasting-even if 
you get rid of them in the final version. Once the whole 
mess is pasted up, make another copy with the machine set 
for a "lighter" copy to avoid reproducing the cut edges and 
globs of paste and fingerprints. If you still get some, cover 

them with photocopy opaquing fluid and make one more 
copy. With a good machine, you should still end up with 
a clear, sharp message ready for the stereoscope. 

Media O Methods Magazine is at 7571 Walnut St., 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 but the 1972 issues are out of print. 
Photocopies of the3-D Poetry articles are available with a 
S.S.A.E. from STEREO WORLD Poetry Dept., 5610 SE 
71st, Portland, O R  97206. 

. -  -~ 

DAKOTA TERRITORY 
PHOTO HISTORY PROJECT 

Robert Kolbe and Brian Bade are currently working on 
a catalog of photographers who did commercial work in 
Dakota Territory (North and South Dakota) from 1860 to 
1920. The format will list alphabetically the photographer, 
the area(s) and the time period in which they were work- 
ing. Also to be included is a thumbnail biographical sketch NEW STEREO WORLD AD RATES 
and a photo of the photographer or some sample of their 
work (if possible). Nonprofessionals will be listed if their 
work is of historical significance. 

So far, they have over 500 photographers listed. Since in- 
dividual research on each of these would be impossible, 
they are asking NSA members to contact them with any 
possible information about the lives and careers of Dakota 
photographers. Samples of work, images of the 
photographer, or family information would all be 
welcome. Credits will be given to all who aid in this effort. 
Send questions or information to Robert Kolbe and Brian 
Bade, The Dakota Image, 636 W. 21st St., Sioux Falls, SD 
57105. 

Increased circulation and production costs mean that the 
NSA must reluctantly increase our advertising rates for the 
first time since November, 1982. Effective with this issue, 
full page ads in STEREO WORLD are $75, while '/2 page, 
% page, and business card size ads are $40, $25, and $15, 
respectively. Full-page preprinted inserts are now $50.00, 
while unprinted fliers are $65.00 for one-side printing and 
$95.00 for two-side printing. These rates apply to camera- 
ready ad copy; all other costs we incur for photos, paste-up, 
etc., will be billed. Our classified ad rates and policies re- 
main unchanged. Please send for our new rate sheet explain- 
ing in detail our new ad rates and policies. 



THE RED WING VIEWER 
A CONTEMPORARY STEREOSCOPE 

IN THE HOLMES-BATES TRADITION 
MAOE ENnRELY O F W M ,  LEATHER. Viewer, stand. and UPS shipping 
BRASS ANDGLASS within the U.S. : $78.00 

(MN residents add $4.50 tax) 
C W J W  MATCHED GLASS LENSES 

For ordering or more information: 
mKiINAL SLlDlffi DOMTAL DESIGN 

vmcnMLAGEhm€McmM 
WIDE LEATHER HOCO EASLY RT. X2, BOX 18 
m T E S M U A S S S  WELCH, MINNESOTA 55089 

TCL. 8 12-388-8304 

VIEWS WANTED 
BY THESE PHOTOGRAPHERS: 
Kilburn Bros. squarecornered mounts, 
especially with revenue stamp; Soule, 

Barnum, Pease, Bennett, Curtiss, 
Heywood, Hurst, Melander, Stacy, Weller, 

Langenheim, E.L. Wilson. Early English 
and European photographers, especially 
Wm. England, Braun, G.W. Wilson, Frith, 

Ogle & Edge, York, and Bedford. 

GLASS AND TISSUE VIEWS 
WANTED, ESPECIALLY EUROPEAN 

MAKERS AND SUBJECTS. 
FLAT-MOUNT VIEWS WANTED IN 
THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES: 
Industry, farming, occupations, disasters, 
maritime, people, plants and animals, ex- 

positions, comic and genre. 
Will purchase or trade. 

T.K. Treadwell 
4201 Nagle Rd. Bryan, TX 77801. 



A movie lot in the silent film era captured for 
history by  an Underwood & Underwood 
stereographer. "Where Moving Pictures are 
Made" is from Underwood O Underwood 
negative #XI3322 in the Keystone-Mast Collec- 
tion of the California Museum of Photography. 
See "California's Past Lives O n  In Stereo" in this 
issue. 
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